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A Letter from the Editor:
Dear Readers,
Welcome to the newest edition of the Fall Collegiate Magazine in which we take a deep look on
the question “Who are we?” In this edition the Collegiate staff wrote compelling stories about who we
were, who we are, and who we want to be.
Starting us off is a story by Tatiana Diaz who wrote about the sometimes challenging road to
motherhood.
In staffer Matt Herrington’s personal narrative on page 39, he documents what happened to
him after he made a big mistake that changed the course of his life and his decision to commit to giving
himself a bright future.
Page 10 features a story about how falling in love with a single father and his two daughters
changed Collegiate news editor, Arielle Jackson’s life forever.
On page 36, staffer Matt Meyle goes back in time with music. In his story, he explores the ways
that music has evolved and how it has brought people together throughout time.
Along with these highlighted, there are many other interesting stories that question and show
who we are. On behalf of the Collegiate staff, we hope that you enjoy reading these stories.
						
								Sincerely,
						
Rachael Yadlowsky
									 Editor-in-Chief
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(In)fertile Myrtle
By Tatiana Diaz

At 29, I never thought I would be writing
about infertility. How could someone from a
family like mine have any problems conceiving?
My grandparents had 10 children, each one of
those kids had at least one child, and nearly all
of those children have had children. If procreating was an Olympic sport, my family would
collectively win a gold medal every four years.
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My infertility journey began in the spring

of 2015 when I heard the words “You’re pregnant” from an emergency room doctor. (Irony
has a funny way of creeping into my life, right?)
After experiencing intense abdominal pain
for a few days, the pain became intolerable.
I knew something was not right, so I went to
the emergency room. I was having contractions without even the slightest idea of what
contractions felt like. I didn’t know it then, but
my body was actively rejecting my fetus.
For better or worse my life changed that
day as I experienced the unbelievable happiness that was knowing that I was pregnant,
and within hours the devastating loss of my
developing fig sized fetus - which for a few
seconds in time I got to hold in my hands.
Although the physical pain of that miscarriage
was extreme, it seems minimal compared to
the emotional pain it left in me.
That year for me turned out to be the
year of miscarriages - if my life were a Chinese
zodiac. In December 2015, only seven months
after the first miscarriage, I experienced the
second. Although it wasn’t as painful (I wasn’t
more than five weeks along), it seemed more
devastating than the first.
My first pregnancy/miscarriage was a
surprise. I didn’t know that I was pregnant; I
didn’t know I ever wanted to have children;
I didn’t know what yearning meant. By the
second miscarriage I knew all of those things,
and I knew that once again I failed. I learned I
was pregnant that time not at an emergency
room, thankfully, but through a home pregnancy test. I did the cute pregnancy reveal
with my husband - I wrote him a heartfelt
card about how he would finally be a dad and we both announced it to my mom with
a surprise gift that said she would soon be a
grandma. That day, we all felt like we had won
the lottery!
Sadly, heartbreak loomed over our lives
again just a short week later when I received
a call from my doctor. My hCG levels (the
human chorionic gonadotropin hormone or
the “pregnancy hormone”) were falling instead of rising which meant that, slowly, I was
miscarrying.

I don’t know what was harder to do that
day, accept my fate or tell my husband I failed
us once more. He had been “lucky” to not
have had any children yet, so he was able to
accomplish many of his goals without being
tied down by the immense responsibility of
fatherhood. But at 37-years-old he was definitely ready for fatherhood, to begin working
on his dad bod, and for the lack of sleep that
all parents complain about (though I admit
that part we’re not looking forward to). He
wanted all of that as much as I wanted to tell
him that our little sesame seed was growing
normally, yet I had to tell him that I, for the
second time that year, proved to be an unfit
home for our tiny fetus.
Now, I like to pride myself in being a fantastic actor when it comes to my emotions
- I’m patiently waiting for my Oscar - and in
the time after my miscarriages I learned to
perfect those skills.
So far I have:
Planned two baby showers - definitely
not because I wanted to prove that I wasn’t
bothered by my friends getting pregnant and
not me.
Babysat my friend’s kids in the delivery
room while she was giving birth - because
I’m really cool with being surrounded by procreation and not because I wanted to prove
to everyone, even myself, that I wasn’t dying
inside of jealousy.
Bought layettes for my cousins babies in
Cuba - because I’m just that good of a person
and not to hide the fact that I secretly hate
their fully functioning uteruses.
No one in their right mind would do any
of these things after a loss (let alone two!), but
since infertility happened to me I wanted to
prove how unfazed I was about other people not struggling with infertility. I still play this
game, and it’s exhausting.
Infertility has taught me many things. I
know about the reproductive system (female
and male), ovulation and the menstrual cycle,
midwives and doulas vs. doctors and nurses,
birthing plans and breathing techniques, even
an entire language of acronyms relating to fertility (BFP, BFN, HCG, HSG, DPO, SO, BD, FET,

IVF, BCP, HPT, and about a zillion more).
Infertility has taught me to worry. To worry about every pang in my abdomen which
leads me to question, Is this ovulation? Is this
conception? Is there something wrong? I now
worry about not timing sex right during my
fertile window (which, believe me, gets awkward sometimes). I worry about my future
and whether children are in it or not. I worry
about when I do get pregnant if it will result
in yet another devastating loss or if I’ll even be
able to enjoy the experience. I worry about
what happens if it doesn’t happen at all. Will
I be happy with that fate? I worry about my
husband and how he processes all of this. Will
he leave me one day because I prove to be
unfruitful? I worry about worrying about all of
these things, and if they are affecting my ability
to conceive.
Above all, infertility has taught me that
I have no control over my body leaving me
to some days question to why even bother.
Most days I feel defeated. I feel beaten. I feel
betrayed.
I wish I was gracious about my infertility. I
wish I could say that I’m thankful that it happened to me so that I can truly appreciate
what I have rather than what I don’t (I have
lost count of the times I’ve read this in “mommy blogs”). I wish I could say that it has taught
me to be strong and patient. I even wish I
could end this article with a surprise pregnancy announcement. I truly wish I could do all of
those things, but I’m not there yet. I still have
hope for my rainbow, and most days that’s the
only thing keeping my head above water.
I don’t know how my infertility journey
will end. I don’t know how many more pills
I’ll be forced to shove down my throat in the
hope of conceiving, how many more tests I’ll
be subjected to, or even how many more
times I’ll be prodded and poked by needles
as if I were some kind of lab rat. However, I
know that my journey towards motherhood
will end one day. That gives me solace. It will
end with either an adorable baby in my arms
or with the acceptance and peace that motherhood was not my fate. Either way, I can’t
wait to find out.
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Traducción en español:
Nunca pensé que a mis cortos 29 años de edad estaría escribiendo acerca
de la infertilidad. ¿Cómo que alguien como yo, con una familia como la mía,
tenga algún problema para concebir? Mis abuelos tienen 10 hijos, cada uno
de sus hijos tuvieron por lo menos un niño, y casi todos de esos niños han
tenido hijos. Si procrear fuera un deporte olímpico, mi familia colectivamente ganaría una medalla de oro cada cuatro años.
Mi trayecto de infertilidad empezó en la primavera del 2015 cuando
escuché las palabras, ¨Estás embarazada,” de una doctora del salón de
emergencias. (La ironía tiene una manera casi cómica de impregnarse en mi
vida, ¿no?) Después de tener dolores abdominales intensos por unos días, el
dolor se convirtió en algo insoportable. Sabía que algo no estaba bien y fui a
la sala de emergencias. Tenía contracciones sin tener la más mínima idea de
cómo se sienten las contracciones. No lo sabía en aquel entonces, pero mi
cuerpo estaba activamente rechazando mi feto.
Para bien o para mal mi vida cambió ese día, ya que sentí la inmensa felicidad que era saber que estaba embarazada. Luego, en pocas horas, sentí la
pérdida devastadora de mi feto del tamaño de un higo que se estaba desarrollando - algo que pude tener en mis manos por tan poco tiempo. Aunque
el dolor físico de ese aborto espontáneo fue intenso, se parece mínimo en
comparación al dolor emocional que dejó en mi.
Ese año para mi se convirtió en el año de los abortos espontáneos - como
si mi vida fuera un zodiaco Chino. En diciembre del 2015, solo siete meses
después del primer aborto, tuve el segundo. Aunque no fue tan doloroso
(no tenía más de cinco semanas), ese pareció ser más devastador que el
primero.
Mi primer embarazo/aborto fue una sorpresa. No sabía que estaba
embarazada; no sabía que realmente quería hijos; no sabía lo que era la
añoranza. Pero después del segundo aborto sabía de todas esas cosas, y me
di cuenta que fallé una vez más. Aprendí que estaba embarazada esa vez, por
suerte no en un salón de emergencias, por una prueba casera de embarazo. Le dí la linda sorpresa a mi esposo - le escribí en una tarjeta el hecho
de que iba a ser papá finalmente - y los dos se lo anunciamos a mi mamá
con un regalo de sorpresa que decía que pronto sería abuela. ¡Ese día nos
sentimos que nos habíamos ganado la lotería!
Tristemente, la pesadumbre apareció en nuestras vidas de nuevo solo una
semana después cuando recibí una llamada de mi doctora. Mis niveles de la
hormona del embarazo, hCG, estaban bajando en vez de subir que quería
decir que, lentamente, estaba abortando.
No sé qué fue lo más difícil de hacer ese día, aceptar mi destino o darle la
noticia a mi amado que una vez más le fallé. Él tuvo “suerte” de no tener
hijos antes de conocerme, así que pudo cumplir muchas de sus metas sin
tener la inmensa responsabilidad de ser papá. Pero ya a los 37, sin duda,
estaba listo para la paternidad, para empezar a lograr tener ese cuerpo de
papá particular que grita, ¨Tengo unas libras de mas porque soy papá y no
me importa,” y por la falta de sueño que se quejan todos los padres (aunque admito que ninguno de los dos estamos muy ansiosos por esa parte).
Él quería esas cosas tanto como yo quería decirle que nuestra semillita de
ajonjolí estaba creciendo normalmente. En vez, me tocó por segunda vez
anunciarle que probé ser un hogar no apto para nuestro pequeño feto.
Ahora, me enorgullezco en ser una super actriz cuando se trata de mis
emociones - todavía estoy esperando mi premio Oscar por mi actuación
- y en el tiempo después de mis abortos he aprendido a perfeccionar esas
habilidades.

Hasta ahora he:
Organizado dos celebraciones de embarazo para mis amigas - seguro que
no porque quería demostrar que no me afectaba que mis amigas lograron
quedar embarazadas y yo no.
Cuidado a los hijos de mi amiga en el salón de parto mientras paría - solo
porque me siento tan bien de estar rodeada de tanta fertilidad y no porque
quería comprobar que no me estaba muriendo por dentro de celos (tanto
a los demás como a mi misma).
Comprado las canastillas de mis primas en Cuba - simplemente porque
soy tan buena persona, y lo he hecho sin odiarles en secreto a sus úteros
perfectos.
Nadie en todos sus sentidos haría ninguna de éstas cosas después de
una pérdida (¡mucho menos dos!), pero ya que la infertilidad se ha hecho
una parte de mi vida cotidiana les quería comprobar a todos en mi vida lo
bien que me sentía con las personas no luchando con la infertilidad. Todavía
juego este juego, y es agotante.
La infertilidad me ha enseñado muchas cosas. Sé sobre el sistema
reproductivo (femenino y masculino), la ovulación y el ciclo menstrual, las
parteras v. los doctores, los planes de parto y técnicas de respiración, aún
sé un idioma completo de abreviaciones que tienen que ver con la fertilidad
(como BFP, BFN, HCG, HSG, DPO, SO, BD, FET, IVF, BCP, HPT, y un millón
más).
La infertilidad me ha enseñado a preocuparme. Preocuparme sobre
cualquier dolorcito en mi abdomen que me lleva a preguntarme, ¿Será la
ovulación? ¿Será esto la concepción? ¿Hay algo malo? Ahora me preocupo
sobre cuando debemos de tener relaciones en el momento más fértil de
mi ciclo - que créeme se convierte algo embarazoso con mi pareja. Me
preocupo sobre el futuro y si incluye niños o no. Me preocupo que cuando
logre quedar embarazada si resultará en otra pérdida o si quisiera lo podré
disfrutar. Me preocupo si no pasa para nada. ¿Seré feliz con ese destino? Me
preocupo por mi esposo y cómo él lidia con todo esto. ¿Me dejará algún
día si no logro dar fruto? Me preocupo sobre preocuparme por todas estas
cosas, y si están afectando mi habilidad de quedar embarazada.
Sobretodo, la infertilidad me ha enseñado que no tengo control de mi
cuerpo y me ha dejado cuestionando muchos días, para que molestarme.
Hay muchos días que me siento derrotada. Me siento vencida. Me siento
traicionada.
Quisiera ser agradecida a la infertilidad. Quisiera poder decir que soy
agradecida que me pasó para poder realmente apreciar las cosas que tengo
en vez de las que no (he perdido la cuenta de las veces que he leído esto en
blogs maternales en el internet). Quisiera poder decir que me ha enseñado
a ser fuerte y paciente. Aún quisiera terminar este artículo con un anuncio
sorprendente de que estoy embarazada. Realmente quisiera hacer todas
esas cosas, pero todavía no he llegado a ese logro. Todavía tengo esperanza
por mi arcoiris, y la mayoría de los días eso es lo único que me mantiene la
cabeza encima del agua.
No sé cómo terminará mi trayecto de infertilidad. No sé cuantas pastillas
mas me sentiré obligada a tomar con la esperanza de quedar embarazada,
cuantas pruebas mas estaré sujeta a tener, ni cuantas veces más me tendrán
que pinchar con agujas como si fuera una rata de laboratorio. Lo que sí sé
es que un día este viaje hacia la maternidad terminará. Eso me consuela.
Terminará o con un bebé precioso en mis brazos o con la aceptación y la
paz que, sencillamente, la maternidad no fue parte de mi destino. De todos
modos, estoy ansiosa por enterarme.

By Jessica Newhouse

LIVING
WITH
FEAR
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ears.We all have them. Even the most
bravest of souls fear something, whether
it be personally or worldly. Some of the
things we fear we can’t explain or they’re
too personal that we keep them to ourselves and don’t express them to even
the closest people to us.
Fears can range from simple things,
like being afraid of the dark, to something
more broad like the fear of isolation.
This generation falls under the category of “fear or be feared.” This means
that most people either deal with fears
all the time because of what they do everyday or they’re feared themselves because they have a hard time expressing
themselves and choose to be a “bully” to
society.
What this generation fears the most
is judgment and rejection.We’re so afraid
of what someone’s going to think that
we don’t speak up on our opinions, and
we don’t go for something just because
we think we’ll get turned down.
According to a current Grand
Rapids Community College student, Ben
Kouchnerkavich, what he fears is public speaking. Although he enjoys talking
quite a lot, his fear comes from his anxiety because it’s been a part of him his
whole life.
“My fear in this area is likely related
to my anxiety, but I enjoy talking, so I try
to channel my anxiety toward something
positive-in this case, feeding off of my audience’s energy to use my extra adrenaline to keep going,” Kouchnerkavich said.
What does the future hold? Because
nobody really knows until it finally arrives. We don’t know what we want to
do until it’s too late and we’re so afraid
of not succeeding in what we want the
most. We let fear take over us because
we’re afraid to risk it.We let it overcome
us before we can overcome it.
“Perhaps what I hear my generation

worry about the most is the security of
their future,” said Kara Richele, 22, from
Zeeland. “They talk about being able to
afford having houses, whether or not
they could raise their children right, or if
they even have a future to look forward
to. Everyone just seems kind of lost, like
they have no idea what to do. Everyone
has ideas, but none of them seem to be
working.”
Challenges are just as hard to overcome as fears. For one thing, fears are
basically challenges that so many people have, but don’t know how to handle
them. Challenges are much bigger. This
generation has been through a lot. From
economic issues with struggling to pay
for educational expenses to diversity in
the workforce. Even the most simplest of
things like school and balancing work and
a social life. As a young adult, these things
get harder the older we get.
One thing in particular that stands
above the rest is social media. For this
generation, social media is basically everything to us. We’ve grown up with it
and it’s what gets us by everyday. How
many likes can I get in a minute? How
many followers should I have in order to
be popular?
For current Holland High School
student, Analisia Hines, this is something that she believes teens these days
deal with all the time. “Our generation
struggles with social media, we go to it
for everything,” Hines said. “We post
our feelings, our random thoughts, our
friends, our food. Anything and everything. We even have spam accounts
where you can post literally every single
thing that happened and no one would
care.We’re dependent on this distraction
which scares me the most because now
we don’t know how to be alone. We focus on our electronics for the time to go
faster, or so we can procrastinate from
doing homework. We miss out on the

good things in life. We also struggle with
self image and what our bodies should
look like (male or female).”
And although these have been challenges that have been stressed over for
quite a while, today’s teens are challenged
more due to the fact that we’ve become
more “lazy” and are overwhelmed by the
changes within social issues and the fact
that even getting into college has become
harder to accomplish. Yet, “Millennials,”
as we’re referred to, are the highest educated generation in history. As of 20142015, the high school graduation rate
reached 85 percent and is predicted to
reach 90 percent by 2020. The challenge
is that unemployment rates go down due
to the fact that educated workers are
more in demand than in the workforce.
Forty percent of unemployed workers
fall into this category.
One of the biggest challenges for high
school students to even get to college
is the SAT’s or ACT’s. These tests are
worthless. The SAT’s and ACT’s determine whether or not a student is “smart”
or if they’re just lucky to have gotten a
great score. And what about those who
didn’t score great? Pay a fee in order to
retake. For those who are actually smart,
a test like this may not benefit them.
Think about this: a student goes to
school, gets good grades, does all their
homework, and takes the classes they
believe will help them get into a good
college. BThe SAT comes around, and
the questions are nothing like what they
learned in any of their past classes. Then
you have a student who may not be as
smart and doesn’t take the more advanced classes, but actually works hard
and is determined to graduate and to get
into a good enough college. They take
the SAT, but the questions are something they haven’t learned yet because
they didn’t take a specific class. Or maybe, they end up doing even better than

the smart kids because they guessed or
“got lucky.” And then you have the final
type of student who doesn’t like school,
wants to drop out, doesn’t do any of
their homework, but ends up getting a
decent score on their test. Why is this?
Because what is learned in school is not
always going to help these students get
into college. This is only one of the many
challenges that this generation faces.
Other challenges include debt, depression and anxiety, which is at the
highest it’s ever been compared to previous generations with 20 percent of teens
suffering from depression before reaching adulthood and about 30 percent who
suffer from anxiety due to not getting
help. And debt rates have gone up six
percent as of 2016. In case school wasn’t
enough, we’re also getting challenges
from around the world thrown at us that
we have no say or abilities to help people
of the same age as us who are dealing
with much harder things than us.
Current Calvary Schools of Holland
student, Miriam McDonald said, “This
generation has faced many challenging
things. With the exponential increase
in what we can do with technology, we
are learning about all kinds of problems
all around the world that no generation
before had access to. Our generation is
still young and figuring things out, and it’s
hard for us to know how to deal with
all of these issues we’re bombarded with
each and every day and maintain our
sanity. We are shown poverty, starvation,
disease, abuse, and illnesses, and while
we want to help, there’s only so much
we can do as young people. We are distressed by what we’re seeing and don’t
know how to handle it.”
This generation is America’s future.
And although there are so many things
standing in our way, we try to push past
them to live a much better life to make
this world a safer and more stable place.
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My Life in a New Light
by Arielle Jackson
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bout two years ago, my life changed
in a way that I never thought would happen. I started dating a man who had two
daughters. There have been times of struggle and times of joy but nevertheless it has
made my life more significant by stepping
into a parenting role.
I met my boyfriend, Omar, in the late
summer of 2016. I did not like him at
first because I thought he was arrogant.
But after a while of getting to know one
another, he started to grow on me. I was
introduced to him by Tomas, a mutual
friend of ours. Tomas invited me to go to
Grand Haven for the day with him, Omar
and a few other friends. We spent half of
the day out there and then went to see a
movie. Afterwards, Omar dropped me off
at my mom’s house and I suggested that
we should add each other on Facebook. After talking for a week, we decided to meet
again and went swing dancing.
As we became closer he told me something that he thought might scare me. He
told me that he has two children. At first
I was a bit shocked. I thought to myself, if
you really like this guy and want to be with
him, do it. I then replied, “When can I meet
them,” which I think was a bit of shock to
him.
A few weeks later, Omar decided that it
was time for me to meet his daughters Julizia and Jazlyeen. He picked me up and the
girls were in the backseat. We drove out
to a park in Rockford and let the girls play
and they were a little cautious about me.

After a while of playing hide and go
seek with them, I could tell that they
felt a little more at ease with me being
around. It took a few more weeks for
the girls, Omar and I to get more comfortable. I understood that if Omar and
I wanted to be in a relationship I had to
accept that it would be a huge commitment. We were not going to have a
relationship like every other couple our
age who are in their 20’s and are either
going to school or out enjoying their
youth. We needed to always put the
girls first. We decided to make things
work and along the way we had some
very unusual and wonderful memories.
Now as a parent everyone knows that
the first time your child goes to the
hospital it is a nerve-wracking situation.
I felt just the same for my boyfriend’s
child. Last year, Jaz and her grandpa
were playing tag inside.You think no one
will get hurt everything will be okay….
not with Jaz. They were running around
in the living room and as Jaz ran around
the couch she fell head first on to the
table, which resulted in a huge gash in
her forehead.
Omar and I quickly drove home, put
Jaz in the car and drove back to Grand
Rapids to the Helen DeVos Children’s
Hospital. Jaz got a few stitches and she
was completely fine throughout the
time at the hospital. One of the things
that makes me happy about being in a
relationship with a guy who has children
is the way I have made an impact on Juli

and Jaz and how they impacted me.
The first time the girls called me
“mom” it almost did not click in my
head right away. It took me awhile to get
used to it but now I felt that I was fully
comfortable. It was something I have
always wanted, to be a mother or in this
case taking part in a parenting role.
Each day I am always happy to do
homework with Juli or watch movies
and read with the girls before they go
to bed. One of the biggest struggles is
trying to influence them positively while
I am working on myself. One of the
most complicated things within our relationship was telling my parents about
the girls.
Omar and I kept it a secret from them
for almost a year. We were both unsure
about how my parents would react
since he was 21 and I and only 19.
When we finally did tell them, my
mother was a little shocked and asked
questions about when he had his children, who their mother was, and why
we didn’t tell her sooner. I told her that
it was not my decision to tell her.
A few months later we told my father.
He was surprisingly calm and said, “Is
that it?” which was quite a relief for us,
and we felt like we could have told them
sooner. He surely asked a few questions like my mother but it made Omar
and I happy that we told them. Ever
since then my parents have been more
accepting of my life choices and how the
girls are a huge portion of it now. Omar,

the girls and I spend time with my
mother and father during the holidays
and for activities.
Something else that has been kind of
hard is telling others about my life. Since
I am 21 now, it is not common for people my age to be in a relationship with a
person with kids.
When I tell people about my life with
Omar and the girls they seem a little
shocked. At my age people who are in a
relationship are able to do anything they
want instead of worrying about picking
up kids, or getting them into bed on
time.

Most people do not realize that I choose this life,
I was not forced into it. It
gives my life more meaning and happiness.
Although my new life can sometimes
become a struggle, I would never change
it. I am always reminded that without
meeting my boyfriend and his two
beautiful daughters I would not be the
person I am today.
I have become more patient and
understanding about others’ life choices.
Julizia and Jazlyeen have given me more
joy to help me go through each day.
Going home each day after school or
work and seeing their smiles as they run
towards me makes my day happier.
11
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option.
I get stressed out about pretty much anything. I typically take
tress. It’s something that we’ve 10 credit hours per semester and I
all dealt with at some point in our work on the weekends, which usually
lives. Some of us deal with it everyday. totals 24 hours a week. That doesn’t
Sometimes balancing school, work, seem like a lot, but believe me, it is.
your social life, and sleep can seem Last winter, I would work Mondays
impossible. Most times you end up and Wednesdays as well, sometimes
trading one for the other.
totaling 35 hours a week. I was barely
But it doesn’t have to be that way. getting all of my school work done
Sometimes taking a break is the best on time. I was hanging on by the

thinnest of threads.
I have never been the greatest
at time management. I play video
games in my free time. I used to play
way more than I should have. Then I
would complain that I had no time for
homework and studying. Thankfully, I
grew up and cut down on my gaming time considerably. I now usually
have plenty of time for homework.
However, that hasn’t necessarily lowered my stress levels.
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The whole point of me playing video games in the first place was that
it was relaxing for me. When I get
home from school, I don’t go straight
to homework. No, I go straight for
my controller. Playing video games
allows me to clear my head. Even if
it’s for 10 minutes, it does wonders
for me. When I start my homework,
I have a fresh mind. Other ways I relieve stress include listening to music
and watching videos on YouTube.

One of the best ways to cope
with stress is yoga, according to
Grand Rapids Community College
Exercise Science Associate Professor
Jodi Gee.
“I think every student should
take at least one yoga class,” Gee
said. “This will enhance the student’s
overall college experience in many
ways.”
Gee says that according to the
Mayo Clinic, yoga is great not only for

stress reduction, but also for improving your fitness and managing chronic
conditions.
“A number of studies have shown
that yoga may help reduce stress
and anxiety. It can also enhance your
mood and overall sense of well-being,” Gee said. “Practicing yoga may
lead to improved balance, flexibility,
range of motion and strength. Yoga
can also help reduce risk factors
for chronic diseases, such as heart
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disease and high blood pressure.Yoga
might also help alleviate chronic conditions, such as depression, pain, anxiety and insomnia.”
Gee said that she too, turns to
yoga for stress relief.
“Yoga is not only a physical practice on a mat, but also a way of life,”
Gee said.
Gee says that it’s important to not
just relax every once and awhile, but
daily.
“Even if it’s just for five minutes
(per) day, it is important,” Gee said.
“The ability to relax is important in
effectively managing stress and anxiety. When we feel stressed, our bodies react with what is called the “fight
or flight” response. Our muscles become tense, our heart and respiration rates increase, and other physiological systems become taxed. This
is why it is so important to practice
mindfulness daily, so that we avoid
the domino effect of stress.”
GRCC LPC Professor and
Professional
Counselor
Stacey
Heisler also has some advice for
college students who are feeling
stressed out.
“You start by paying attention to
your body, your own physical self,”
said Heisler. “If you find your shoulders are raised up toward your ears,
and your neck is feeling tight, you are
defending against something in your
environment and likely, you’re thinking about an event that isn’t even
occurring in the moment, like a test
or project, or a decision you have
to make. Your body will know before your ‘head’ knows what is really
going on. If you detect your heart is
beating faster than it should be while
standing still - and you don’t have a
heart condition, of course - then you
are probably thinking about a future
event, or you are taking in information in your immediate environment,
that is telling you to get ready to ‘run’
14

or otherwise respond.”
Heisler said that life is naturally
almost always stressful.
“It’s unavoidable,” Heisler said.
“And from a lifespan perspective,
it may feel easier depending upon
where you are at in your life. But college students, no matter if it’s their
first time in college or not, cannot
avoid stress. ‘It is what it is.’ So if you
can begin to cope by accepting that
there is no such thing as a ‘stress free’
life, you can begin to make choices about how you will manage the
stress. Otherwise, you are fighting
against it, wondering ‘why me?’ and
all your energy goes into resisting
versus coping.”
Heisler says to be kind to each
other when feeling stressed against a
backdrop of bad news.
“Don’t assume anything about
anyone’s life outside the classroom,”
Heisler said. “We are bombarded
constantly with information that we
have to select and make meaning of
and no one is immune from some degree of suffering. Life and work balance is always a challenge - speaking
personally, as a college student and
as a working professional today, the
‘work/life balance’ has never been
easy. Some things are going to slide,
stuff is going to happen and people,
including yourself, will be disappointed. It’s how you manage the emotional fall-out when things fall apart
that matters. And when you mess up,
which you will if you are actually trying to accomplish something, own it,
try to make it better, and try again.
And again. And again.”
Heisler believes that it is essential
to relax every once in a while.
“This is how you save yourself,”
Heisler said. “I believe in intentional
‘nothingness’ every now and then,
even if it’s just 15 minutes. Let others know you are taking a break and
find a way to let go. And if you have

a whole afternoon, or a weekend,
or better yet, a vacation, wow. But
allow for ‘chunks’ of relaxation. And
be choosy and intentional about how
you relax. Plugging in to social media
and reading about the latest tragedy,
may not be the best way to calm a
busy mind.”
GRCC students have many ways
of coping with stress. Jordan Henning,
20, of Grandville, for example, will
work on his car, among other things.
“I’ll walk around a lot, maybe go
see a movie,” Henning said.
Adam Coipel, 20, of Hudsonville,
and Kain Hazelton,19,of Coopersville,
both said that they sleep to cope
with stress.
“You wake up feeling like a new
person,” Hazelton said.
Harrison Friar, 18, of Hudsonville,
will find someone to help him when
he is stressed out about school.
“I’ll find a tutor, a guidance counselor, anybody that can help me out,”
Friar said.
Friar also said he also finds time
to do things that he enjoys.
“I try to find time to hang out
with friends, go see a movie, or anything that I like to do,” Friar said.
Mackenzie Schoonmaker, 18, of
Kent City, said that she will simply relax when she gets stressed.
“I’ll just stop what I’m doing and
take a break,” Schoonmaker said.
Giselle Sanchez, 18, of Wyoming,
and Aracely Quinones, 18, of Grand
Rapids, both said that they do their
schoolwork on time to avoid feeling
stressed out.
“I’ll also make sure that my schedule doesn’t overlap,” Sanchez said.
The next time you feel stressed,
just remember: you are not alone.
There are so many ways to cope
with stress. These are just a few. Find
a method that works for you.
You’ll be glad you did.
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A New Way of Teaching
By Rachael Yadlowsky
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E ver since kindergarten, we’ve been
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told, “No electronics in the classroom!”
That was when learning was relatively
easy. All we had to do was learn the alphabet and the only test that we had to
worry about was how to count to 100 in
front of the teacher. At least that’s what
I remember.
So, when did games start to integrate
themselves into learning? Well, according to Matt Miller Author of “Ditch That
Textbook,” teachers have been practicing “Constructivism” or the use of games
during learning for decades.
“Constructivism is about making
meaning of a new topic by creating
something,” Miller said. “Games can help
us construct our understanding of new
topics, creating our paradigm of the
world around us and the lens through
which we see it.”
Miller taught high school Spanish for
11 years in West Central Indiana, but
started lecturing in professional development workshops and writing books and
blogging on new and different ways of
teaching about four years ago.
“Ditch That Textbook” was a result of
Miller realizing that teaching his students
from the course textbook was sometimes more of an obstacle than helpful.
“Eventually, I realized that there had
to be a better way (to teach) and I started teaching less and less from the textbook until I ditched it completely,” Miller
said. “The book is my encouragement to
educators to look at our craft from a different perspective and not to accept the
status quo as the only way of teaching.”
Until recent years, teachers would try
to stay with traditional learning games
like the classic white board review game.
Each student would get the small, dirty
white boards and a marker, which nine
times out of 10 would be out of ink.
Now, more and more teachers are
embracing the power that technology
with regular video games and phone

games can have on helping students learn
course material whether it be through
cell phone review games like “Kahoot!”
and in Miller’s case, a game based off of
“Clash of Clans.”
Now, we all know how easily we get
sucked into playing games like “Candy
Crush” or “Tiny Tower,” which Miller admits is a personal favorite among many
others.
“There’s that innate drive, almost
addiction, to playing games,” Miller said.
“As an educator, I knew that I wanted to
examine that to see if it could be applied
for academic gain.”
According to Miller, there are a lot
of games that can be incorporated into
learning.
“I’m not sure that (games) have challenged the way that students learn, but
they definitely have more motivation and
incentive to learn in many ways,” Miller
said.
Miller says that during his classes,
review games were always the highlight
for his students as well as himself. Miller
would place his students into multiple
clans on “Clash.”
He decided that he could either fight
the game or find ways to incorporate it
into the course work. Miller said that his
students would help him fine tune the
rules of the game and would often beg
to play it when they would come into the
class.
“I think they saw the same kinds of
fun, incentive and motivation for playing
games showing up in that activity,” Miller
said. “They knew they were having fun
and learning, and when that happens,
that’s the best version of education in my
mind.”
Miller says that with all of the other
study games and phone games, teachers
can do a lot to use them to the student’s
advantage.
“There are lots of apps out there that
are educational in nature, and in many cases, there’s research to back it up,” Miller

said. “For example, at RetrievalPractice.
org, cognitive scientist Pooja Agarwal
lists flash card apps and classroom quiz
games like “Kahoot!” are effective ways
to study according to brain research.”
According to a Great Big Story video,
which touched on the subject of video
games teaching real life lessons, focusing
mainly on “Clash of Clans” even teens
and adults can learn things from playing
interactive games.
Featured in the video was game enthusiasts, Kama and Joe Totherow. The
couple works to find real world lessons.
“In a cooperative game, the game itself is trying to defeat you,” Joe Totherow
said in the video. “So, you do need to
work together and coordinate your efforts.“Clash of Clans” is a good an example of a cooperative game because you
want your other clan mates to do well.
As you play, you can see the very specific
skills that can be developed as you use
leverage the game intentionally in that
direction.”
The Totherows say that playing games
like “Clash of Clans” is an investment
portfolio.
“It supports your choice making it
terms of long-term investment and savings and short-term investment,” Joe
Totherow said. “And it’s not just for kids,
but you also see it with adults.Adults can
get better at this stuff by playing these
types of games.
Kama also commented on the influence of videogames on education.
“Surely the games may change over
time, but we in our desire to play together and have immersive experiences of
being in a community - we’ve been doing that forever,” she said to which Joe
Totherow followed her statement with
saying, “Having people play cooperative
games where it enhances their communication, enhances leadership - cooperative games are a rich vein to mind, in that
regard.”

My
Single Mother
Story
By Samantha Baker

I

became a single mother in the
fall of 2016. It was fast, unexpected,
unplanned, and very emotional. It happened late one night in that fall, and
I had just worked a stressful 12-hour
shift at my new job. My boyfriend at
the time (and father of my daughter),
was angry at me again for having come
home late from work for the “millionth” time. We had a fight that night
when I got home. We had many fights
in the four years we were together,
and each fight was more petty than
the last. But unlike all my past fights,
where I had raised my voice and
defended myself unnecessarily. This
time though, I was calm and collected,
and I never once raised my voice or
“fought” back. I guess you could say I
had finally given up on this relationship
ever working.
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left him that night with my soon-tobe 3 year old, and a van full of our things.
I stayed the night with my daughter on a
thin mattress full of springs, at my sister’s
house with her and her ex. I was very
grateful that we at least have a place to
stay until we could get our own place.
Thinking I have gone backwards in life instead of forward. I was mentally freaking
out, but on the outside I looked serene. I
had no idea what I was going to do, but
I needed to figure something out fast
for the sake of my daughter and myself.
I never had being a single mother as my
plan in life, but I guess no one ever does. I
considered dropping my classes I had not
yet started, and picking up extra hours
on top of the extra shifts I had just picked
up. I was also stressing out about who
was going to care for my daughter while
I worked. I went to bed that night crying
quietly next to my sleeping daughter, and
scared that I would not be able to figure
this out.
I stayed with my sister for about a
month and a half (practically living out
of my van), worked as much as I could,
and saved up enough money to move
my daughter and I into an apartment. I
continued to go to work, and tried to not
wear my stress and worry on my face. I
pretended to be happy and well with a
smile, all the while mentally screaming for
help. For the sake of my daughter, I had
to appear in control and unphased by my
struggles. I knew it would affect her negatively if I did not. So I took one day at a
time, and continued to tell myself that “I
can do this,” “I only have to get through
today,” and “I’ve been through worse, and
this was nothing compared to that.” I realized if I didn’t look too far ahead, that
my end goal did not seem overwhelming
and impossible. It seemed more manage-

able if I did not think of it at all.
The day I moved my daughter and I
into our new apartment, it rained but of
course it only rained when I was actually moving stuff inside. I moved most of
our belongings (three vans worth, packed
full) up two flights of stairs. Getting the
much needed exercise I did not know
I needed, and testing my strength limits
with my determination to get all it done
that day.
My sister and my best friend Jennifer helped me so much in the following
months. There were many days that I
just wanted to give up - like the day my
van blew a head gasket, a month after I
moved into my apartment. No bus line
went out to where my work was located.
I had just gotten a new job, new apartment, and decided to join a gym as well.
The day I found out I was going to be
without a car, I was scheduled to workout with my new trainer. I was crying before I left for the gym, walking there with
tears in my eyes, but still determined not
to let this hold me back. I figured I could
use my frustration as motivation at the
gym. When I left the gym, I was smiling
and in a better mood. I was still stressed,
but I had a little more hope. I felt less
like the world was weighing down on my
shoulders, and more like there was still
hope for this messed up situation.
I tried applying for a loan through Lake
Michigan Credit Union, but because I did
not have that great of credit I was denied.
I am not sure why, but I felt I needed to
explain to the lady from the bank that I
was not a bad person.
I told her about how I had just recently became a single mother, that fall
classes had just started, how I had finally
got an apartment for my daughter and
me and how my van had blown a head
gasket.
In my head, I was wondering why in

the world was I telling some lady I didn’t
know all of my business.
She apologized a few times for not
being able to help me with the personal
loan, but she offered to see if she could
help get me qualified for a credit card
through the bank. I was a bit hesitant
about having a credit card. I had never
had one, and I did not want to get sucked
into a credit card scheme.
I had highly doubted that I was going
to qualify for a credit card, but I let her
try anyways. A few hours later, the lady
called me back. The first thing she said
was, the lady she spoke to about getting
a credit card said that I did not qualify for
the card because of past credit history.
This came as no surprise to me, but I had
hoped a little that I had been approved.
Then she went on to explain how she
had convinced the lady to approve me
for a $500 limited credit card.
I was beyond shocked at this news
and sat in silence for a moment, which
for anyone who knows me knows that is
a bit impossible.
That same day my friend Jennifer told
me that she would let me borrow her car
for a few months until I could save up for
my own vehicle.
A few days passed after receiving all
of this good news when I received a letter in the mail from an unknown sender.
The letter ended up being from the lady
from the bank.
She wrote,
” Samantha,
First off you are Super Mom! Working, going to school, and being full time
mom is something not everyone can do
but you are doing a Great Job! LMCU
and myself would like you to enjoy this
$50 Gift Card! Thank you for choosing
LMCU as your credit union and have a
great Thanksgiving!
-Chelsey”
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I reread the letter a few times, almost
feeling guilty for the gift, and even contemplated returning the gift cards she
had mailed me. I came to the conclusion that it would be considered rude to
return the gift, and decided to split the
rewards with my sister (who was also a
newly single mother herself).
I wrote and rewrote a letter I never
sent to her as well as bought her a gift in
return for all she had done for me. But
life got busy and complicated, and time
got away from me. Perhaps this story will
be the push I need to return the kindness
that Chelsey had once shown my daughter and me. She showed me that there
really were still good people in the world.
She also gave me hope as a single mother.
There were (and are) so many times
in the past year and a half, that I have seriously considered giving up on school,
and finding a way to pick up even more
hours. But I have always been a bit stubborn, and very ambitious in life and continued to push forward. I also feel like I
have missed so much time I could have
spent with my daughter. I have put so

much time and energy into getting my
degree, and I did not want to just give up
because life was getting complicated.
I have never been the type to ask for
help in my life, and I have asked for so
much as a single mother that it almost
makes me sick. I almost feel like I have
exhausted all of my resources for help.
My daughter has always been the reason for finally making the initiative to go
back to college. For one, with the things
kids are learning in schools these days I
wanted to be able to help her with her
homework if she ever needed it. I also
did not want to try to encourage her to
continue her education and go to college,
if I had not gone myself.
This fall has been the hardest point, so
far as a single mother in college.
One thing has led to another, putting
me so far in debt that I am at the point
of drowning. There have been so many
times in the past month that I have considered dropping my classes. I have only
had half my heart on my education, and
only out of sheer determination (and
stubbornness) I have chosen to push

through to the end. I have brought up
my want to drop my classes, and have
had many people encouraging me to get
through to the end.
So, in my determination to stay afloat,
I picked up a ton of hours at work. Giving
myself no days of rest for two and a half
weeks. I picked up work on everyday I
did not have class, and still attempted to
keep a smile on my face.
I am still pushing through my classes
(not pleased with not having the heart to
put my full 100 into them), and am just
trying to make it until classes end for the
fall. I have laid out a plan for my winter,
and my many plans for our future.
I have planned to finish out college,
and go on to get my masters. I want to
be a famous author, and publish some
novels to inspire others. I plan to write
a book about my life, and the struggles I
have faced. I want to show the world that
anything is possible, no matter where life
takes you. You just have to set your mind
on it, believe it, and charge head on to
the next phases of life.
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For the Love of Writing
By Austin Chastain
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ince the dawn of humankind, every person who has walked the face of the Earth
has had some sort of talent. Some may not
have been able to realize those talents and
many have yet to know what their talents are.
Everyone has one, some just do not know.
Talents can turn into passions. Living life with
passion gives it meaning, even as you read
this, you are (hopefully) thinking about your
life and what you are most passionate about.
After talent and passion fuse together, along
with practice to bring it all together and perfect that talent, you have a dream profession.
From my earliest recollections, I have
loved to write. Initially my family thought
that I was a good writer, my penmanship

was illegible, but the stories that I could tell
were halfway decent. I moved to the second
grade and we had to write mini books that
we would illustrate and share with the whole
class. I would churn out book after book, until
the end of the year when I had 20+ at five
pages apiece (with poorly done illustrations
following each page of text) and many of the
other kids had the minimum of five. My classmates (from what I could tell) also thought
my stories were good, and maybe they forgot
a few as I had so many! My passion for writing stemmed from reading, I could be seen
carrying a book almost all of the time. The
question would be was it one that I wrote,
was currently writing, or reading from an actual published author?

Through the rest of my schooling, writing
was my favorite part of the day. In middle and
high school, I would excel at the vast array of
writings that were assigned. I wrote poems,
creative pieces, personal narratives and SO
many argumentative and research pieces. I
struggled with argumentative writing because
I did not feel free to express myself, they felt
far too concrete for me. Unfortunately for
me, the writing I struggled with the most, was
the style of writing I was assigned through
high school.
Everything shifted my senior year of high
school, I decided to take the two required
“Senior Writing” classes in the same semester, and they were back-to-back classes (my
first and second hours). My Creative Writing

class was one of my favorite classes that I took during my time at
Forest Hills Eastern High School. I was able to write the way that I
loved to, my way. I wrote a fairy-tale that, to this day, is one of my favorite pieces from high school. My second class was a Composition class,
there I got to examine my writing from a stylistic perspective, I could
see what I could do better with each aspect of writing. I actually had
the opportunity to make a comic book, a full on comic with speech
bubbles and a superhero character.That was my favorite assignment in
the class. I also got to know my girlfriend better and win her over in
that class, so that made it even more special!
I graduated in May 2016 and enrolled in classes at Grand Rapids
Community College which began that August. I took the required
English courses (EN 101 and 102) during my freshman year at GRCC.
The Winter Semester of 2017 was one I would not soon forget and
learn even more about myself - I took a journalism class.
I walked into the classroom, which also doubles as the Collegiate
office, not knowing what to expect. I knew that I wanted to write
sports stories, other than that, it was a crapshoot. I was immersed
into a world that was all new to me, and I was excited to use my
new found knowledge and put it to the test. I had the opportunity to
interview the former head coach for Grand Rapids Football Club, it
was a great first interview experience.The first story that was posted
to the Collegiate website (thecollegiatelive.com) was a column titled,
“Valentine’s Day for Single People.” It is kind of a long story on how
that column came to be and why it’s hilarious to me now, stay tuned
around Valentine’s Day 2018 to see what the (now) funny story is!
At the end of the semester I became the Assistant Sports Editor
at the Collegiate and I was honored with that.That honor was extrapolated at the end of July when I was promoted to Managing Editor,
which is second in command to the Editor-In-Chief. Over the summer,
and so far this fall, I have had the great opportunity to meet and speak
with some people I never thought I would ever physically see, most
prominently the President of GRCC, Dr. Bill Pink. I have also had the
opportunity to cover events as well, starting with the GRCC Volleyball
team storming through the Michigan Community College Athletic
Association with a perfect 16-0 record. I have also been able to cover
GRCC Men’s Basketball as they started the season strong. I also was
able to live a childhood dream and cover a game for the Grand Rapids
Griffins, technically that was before I took on either Editor role, but it
was still an incredible experience nonetheless.
My experience in a very fast and very full 10-months is just that,
fast and full. The small body of work that I have eclipsed in that time
is exciting for me!
Journalism as a profession has offered many opportunities and
opened multitudes of doors for writers to meet people, write and tell
stories about anything and everything.Writing as a whole is one of my

favorite talents, I love to read a great story so I can learn and improve
my own writing. I also love putting down a story that makes people
think and feel. I am thankful that I took Journalism 251 at GRCC and
am able to be where I am today. I am also incredibly thankful that I was
blessed with the talent of writing, and even more so that I was able to
realize that talent and turn it into my passion.
Interview With a Journalist:
The journalism field has drastically changed technologically,
and for research for my story I sought out the advice of a seasoned journalism veteran.
Jim Harger is the former Business Editor and currently covers
business and housing at the Grand Rapids Press/MLive.com. He
has been in the journalism field for an astounding 41 years. He
began his career at the Holland Sentinel where printing was done
on an “old-timer” printing press.
Harger reflected on his career with a series of jokes to begin,
“It made my house payments,” Harger said. “It put food on the table, and it helped pass the time. It’s a great profession, I don’t know
what I would do if I wasn’t a journalist. I love to tell stories, I love
to write, I’m naturally curious and it is my personality.”
His philosophy is adapting to “changing the narrative and values” as each challenge is presented to journalists, “That’s kind of
how I view our role,” Harger said. “With every story we write,
hopefully we’ll share and reflect what’s happening in our community.That’s really what we are, a reflection of the communities that
we live in.”
In the 41 years that Harger has been immersed in the world
of journalism, it has (obviously) changed significantly from a technology standpoint.
“Technology has changed immensely,” Harger said. “What we
do, the standards of what we do, have not changed at all. 41 years
ago I worked for the Holland Sentinel, we printed our paper on
a hot-lead press, I typed my stories out on a typewriter and we
would have glue pots so we could glue or tape or stories together,
so when you turned in a story, it would be a long sheet of paper,
which would get edited by pencil and sent to a typesetter who
would type out the story in a big, clunky, dangerous machine call
the ‘Linotype.’ Then the letters would be cast in lead and put onto
a curved plate, about as big as a half-tire and it would then be
bolted onto the press and the press would turn.”
Harger further explained how he finished a story that day and
was able to post it online after edits were made quickly on the
computer.
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Accidental Mentor A Local Success Story

By Suanna Parker
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I

consider anyone who is actively
doing “that thing” that I dream of doing
myself to be a mentor of sorts. This
idea is elevated to a whole other level
when that mentor is found locally. I
think what makes a person a mentor is
that active involvement towards reaching one’s dream. A person who doesn’t
settle with merely thinking about taking
advancements towards reaching their
goals, but someone who actively works
towards achieving them. It was by complete accident that I met someone here
at Grand Rapids Community College
who would add such an irreplaceable
perspective, and instill in me a better
work ethic just by sharing his experiences with writing.
Aric Davis, 39, was born in Ithaca,
New York, and has lived in Grand Rapids since he was 5-years-old. “I’m basically a native in everything but birth,”
Davis said. His parents met in Maryland,
moved for school to Cornell, lived in
Cleveland for a while to have his sister,
and then settled here in Grand Rapids.
When asked if he considers Grand
Rapids his home a resounding “Yes” is
his answer.
Aric, who I met in my Consulting
with Writer’s class this semester, didn’t
always enjoy writing. “I’ve always been
an extremely avid reader,” he said. “I
didn’t like writing though until I could
do it on a keyboard. To me, writing with
a pen is really painful. It makes my hand
cramp and I just could never get past
that for longer fiction.”
He officially started writing in the
summer of 2006, and his work in a
Tattoo shop served as a catalyst for
his first bits of motivation to write. “I’d
always had this idea that I might have
a book in me, I had this free time and
just a lot of negative energy because
of what was happening with my work
at the time” he said. “So I just decided that I was going to try and see if I
actually did have a book in me. It was
just that kind of drive.”

It was these driving factors that finally
propelled Aric to turn his ideas into
tangible results, and in spite of being
“horribly busy and horribly broke” at
the time, he pushed through and wrote
his first book.
“I decided I was gonna finally try and
write a novel. And I did...and I couldn’t
sell it,” Davis laughs.
For most writers simply getting over
that hump of actually writing the story
proves to be the most problematic,
but Aric’s story showcases another big
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problem for aspiring writers. “Will this
story ever even get published?” This is
a question I have asked myself numerous times. I’m sure that many other
writers have also asked this very same
question, and the truth is, if a person
never takes the chance and writes the
story, than they will never really know.
Aric chose to take the chance and now
he has published works to show for it.
Sometimes the answer is as simple as
taking a leap of faith.
Aric’s self-published first work was
titled, “From Ashes Rise,” and it was
published in February of 2008.

“I did a run of 200 copies and sold
out of all of them, but that was the end
of the start of my publishing dreams,”
Davis said. When asked about the synopsis, “It’s about this guy walking from
prison in the UP back to Grand Rapids
in the middle of a near apocalyptic scenario. It’s terribly written, the editing
is super bad, but it got my head going
about what it would be like to write.
So, I wrote five minute manuscripts
after that and sent them out to all the
appropriate people, tried to get them
published, and couldn’t.”
The good news is that Aric did not
choose to “throw in the keyboard”
there.
He persisted, found his current
publisher (based in Seattle), and in
the process gained some success with
writing.
“Finally wound up landing with the
manuscript for “Nickel Plated” at my
current editor and he loved it. I got this
email from him and I was convinced it
was BS.You hear those horror stories
of like yeah, we’ll publish your book, we
just need like 5,000 bucks for marketing. I thought it was one of those but
it wasn’t. So we formed this awesome
relationship, we put that book out, it
reviewed really well, and it sold.”
“Nickel Plated” came out in March of
2011.
“It’s about this private detective that
survives his younger years as a sexual
abuse survivor. He sells drugs to make
money. He works on cases for kids and
the hook is that he’s twelve years old,”
Davis said.
He received a bit of backlash about
the choice of age, and was generous
enough to respond with his take on it
all.
“The controversy over the age I was
wrong about. I should have made him a
little bit older. My editor told me that
I should make him fourteen or fifteen,
but I told my editor that was ridiculous.
That was the last time I didn’t listen to
my editor,” Davis laughs. “The reason
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I was so stuck on the age is because I
wanted it to be sort of like a Batman
for kids that have gone through things
like sexual abuse. So, they would have
someone to look at as, I don’t know,
someone like them, and maybe make it
easier to have a discussion about that.”

I was so mad, and I was like...I should
write. I have this big emotional thing
going and I couldn’t figure out anything
to write about. So, I was like wait, I
will pick up that silly manuscript about
the 12-year-old, and I’ll make it really
mean.”

So, what do the kids who’ve
read it think?
“The kids I’ve talked to who are that
age who have read it, like, they LOVE it.
They like the idea of this kid who lives
alone, sells dope, and does horrible
sh*t to adults,” Davis said.

So, are all of your novels in the
same genre?
“Absolutely not. A lot of them share
the same world, but my second published novel “The Good and Useful
Hurt” is almost like this gothic romance ghost story. Like brutal horror
novel that bears almost no connection
to anything else other than the style
that I write, but it’s basically like a
tattoo shop ghost story,” Davis said.
“Well, I mean the main premise is that
this tattoo artist is tattooing people
with the ashes of dead loved ones, and
it allows them to communicate with
those people in their dreams.”
Tattoo artist Raelyn Gallina actually pioneered the trend of tattooing
people with the ashes of dead loved
ones. Which brought us to the topic of
inspiration within the art of writing.
“Man, this is gonna sound brutal, but
once you start working as a writer
full time… I’m inspired by the electric bill, the gas bill, the water bill, and
I’m inspired by rent,” Davis laughs.
“Umm, and just this desire to be part
of that world. Writers were my heroes
growing up. I liked hockey players and
I liked writers. I’m never going to play
as a pro-hockey player, but I have had
a lot of luck in professional writing. So,
I wanna be a part of that. Like I wanna
be dead and have people still reading
my stuff. I don’t need to be Mark Twain
to be happy, but if at some point when
I’m dead somebody picks up my stuff
and was like “oh, yeah that’s cool...”

Which raises the question, do
we as adults underestimate
what kids have been through,
and then treat them condescendingly in regards to understanding content within art?
“Absolutely, we coddle children,”
Davis said. “The other thing with it too
is that it’s fiction. Then you’ve got all
these people saying that (the character
is too young), and then their reading
Vampire stories, and it’s like what’s
more plausible? That a 12-year-old kid
could sell drugs and live on his own, or
that a Vampire could battle over a girl
with a werewolf.”
What was the inspiration for
such a controversial story?
“I had written about probably 20 pages of that book in the middle of 2010,
and then three people from my wife’s
extended family were murdered by a
drunk driver. And I was like so pissed.
I couldn’t deal with all the emotions
I was having. I mean it’s making me
upset right now to talk about… which
is good. It was just like this incredible
emotional outburst, and what really
sealed it for me was going to one of
their funerals. It was this young woman
who was going to get married a week
after she died, and she’s at her funeral
in a wedding dress in a coffin,” Davis
said. “It just shattered something in me.
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What was the moment that
made you feel the most successful?
“When my first book “The Fort” hit

No. 3 on the Amazon sales chart that
was insane. Cause that was my first
real big hit and it hit BIG. I was on the
front page or the front cover as they
call it on the Amazon site. My ugly mug
was up there with a story about me.
Then my book “Tunnel Vision” got to
No. 1 on the amazon sales chart, and
in both those cases I just missed the
Times list by like...a hair. I wanted to
be on the Times list SO bad and I was
so close, and you can’t really know the
numbers because the Times calculates
theirs differently, but it was down to
the wire. Books that were behind me
on Amazon were ahead of me on the
Times list, but that’s still a goal. I’ll get
there,” Davis said.
Aric has encountered more than just
success in writing. He has also been
reviewed by one of his many writer
influences too. Gillian Flynn, author of
“Gone Girl,” reviewed his novel “Nickel Plated” on Amazon.
“That was insane! I was out getting
lunch with my wife the day before
publication, and I was nervous as hell
because nobody tells you when a book
is coming out...that nothing happens.
You would think that it’s like this super
exciting thing, but when your book
comes out nothing happens! Like no
one around you knows.Your family
knows but no one cares, like, you’re
not walking to Meijer and people are
like “HEY...it’s book day.” Like you feel
like this massive thing is happening
for yourself but no one cares. It’s so
bizarre. I worked the day my book
came out.”
What about that review by
Gillian?
“We were at lunch, I was on pins
and needles, and I got this e-mail from
my publicist that said, “Hey, you’re
not going to believe this, but Gillian
reviewed your book” and I was like
“Ooookay, I gotta sit down” and like
this was Gillian pre “Gone Girl”. So,
I don’t know, I think she was excited

about it because she wasn’t who she is
now. Like in terms of popularity. I don’t
think I could get Gillian Flynn to review
my book now, but at the time it was
just this perfect colesce of stuff. I sent
books to three authors. I sent books to
Gillian Flynn, Joe Lansdale, and Andrew
Vox. Not only was she the only one
who got back to us but she did the
review and like a blurb and it was just
neat. It was unbelievable. It blew my
mind.”
What is the greatest wisdom
that someone has imparted on
you as a writer?
“In Stephen King’s book “On Writing” he said to write every single day
and work towards a specific word
count every day, and if I didn’t do that I
wouldn’t be published.”
There you have it. It’s as simple as to
write every single day, and set goals
for yourself to achieve in the form of
a word count. This wisdom could save
many a writer from their doomed fate
of lack of success.
Why the turn to community
college following all of your
success in publishing novels?
“I was just in a lull in my writing
career and I was really stressed out.
Basically every time you have a book
come out it’s awesome for like a day,
and then it’s terrifying because you
don’t know what’s going to be next,”
Davis said. “I was just at this point
where I was like I need to be doing
something else. I had been writing full
time since December 2012 and I still
am, but I don’t wanna have that be my
backup plan. I don’t want my life to
start falling apart when I’m 65. I wanna
be able to do something else with it,
and the other part of it is, that I wanted to do something I could share with
other people. Which would be teaching
creative writing from this like almost
ghetto standpoint that I came from.”

So, what does GRCC have to
offer someone who has already
tasted the success of having
a novel published? Could any
of the faculty or the student
body contribute perspective or
learning experiences to a seasoned writer?
“I learned the most about writing at
GRCC in a class that had very little
writing. It was Great American Writers
1&2 with Professor Megan Coakley. I’m
not the guy to read classical literature,
like that’s just not my thing at all, and
I read a ton of it there. I learned so
much about writing through reading
that stuff that I had no plans to read.
It was insane. I learned just a ton in
those classes. I didn’t think I’d learn
anything about writing. I thought I’d
learn a lot about interpreting someone
else’s work, but I took so much from
those classes it was nuts. It was totally
unplanned,” Davis said.
One particular bit of knowledge sheds a lot of light on
inspiration within the writing
world as a whole?
“Learning that Huck Finn is basically
the basis for all American Literature
was kinda mind blowing. Realizing that
like even though I hadn’t read it at that
point that it had still influenced my
own work indirectly through other
works. It was sorta meta, and weird,
and a little creepy,” Davis said. “I had
read Tom Sawyer and didn’t really care
for it. I just like the idea of Twain. Sort
of like before I had ever read Ernest
Hemingway I liked the idea of Hemingway.”
Is there anything in particular
that we can expect from you in
the near future?
“I’m working on a couple things right
now. The book that my editor has right
now that I’m waiting to see if we’re going to do anything with is...it’s a novel
written in the style of something like a

World War Z. Where it’s like a series
of interviews with the survivors of this
cruise ship disaster that sees like 5,000
people killed out of 15,000, and it’s just
basically interviews with the people
that survived that,” Davis said. “So,
that’s in like the editorial stage right
now, and what I’m working on currently is this really quirky little time travel
book. I’m just about halfway done
with it and I’m not sure what’s gonna
happen with it but I’m enjoying it so far.
Whether it actually gets submitted or
finished who knows. I usually finish my
stuff, so, I’ll probably finish it, but right
now it’s just fun.”
Quick! Pick one book that you
have to read over and over for
the rest of your life?
“The Shining,” Davis said with
enthusiasm. “I think it’s the perfect
combination of the American literature
experience and horror. Both of which
are things that I absolutely love. I would
say “To Kill A MockingBird” as like a
second place, but “The Shining” for as
perfectly written as “To Kill a MockingBird” is, I think that “The Shining” has
more nuances to be discovered. Like
I think that I could read that book a
hundred times and still not take everything out of it that’s there.”
“The Shining” and “Salem’s Lot” are
Aric’s top Stephen King choices.
Do you have a mentor within
the writing world?
“I really don’t. I’m close with my
parents. My first editor was this man,
Terry Goodman, but he was like the
guy who discovered me. I’ve worked
with editors since then, but Terry had
this idea that he was gonna be like the
editor among editors, and he was until
he retired. I mean that guy was incredible like he knew stuff about books and
about publishing that you don’t learn
without a ton of experience.” Davis
said.
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Anti-Social
Media
By Andrew Schau
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A few days ago, I walked into Bagel
Beanery for some breakfast. I got in line,
and there was an awkward silence in the
atmosphere. I stopped to look around
at the customers seated, most of them
couples, and the majority of them were
looking down at their phones, as if their
date wasn’t even there. Social interaction
will never be the same again. Since everybody is so connected to their devices, so much of the communicating we do
throughout the day is through a screen.
Not too long ago, all the cell phone could
do was call and text, and we were initially
fine with that. From the flip phone to the
sliding keyboard, the cell phone hasn’t
stopped advancing. Only a few years later, the cell phone has been completely
revamped into a smart phone.Wherever
we go, we have access to the whole
world in the palm of our hand.
This can have a positive and a negative
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impact. In a sense, it really is a completely
different world than the one we are personally living. The social media platforms
are bigger and more advanced than ever
before. Snapchat, Instagram, Facebook,
Twitter, and the list goes on. With all this
in our pocket, the world around us gets
muted, and we get completely distracted by the cell phone.Yes, there are many
positives of social media, and having these
advanced apps can be convenient, but it
is becoming a problem in today’s society,
especially the youth. When you’re always
looking down, you’re missing what’s going on around you.
However, Elizabeth VanPortfliet, a
Disability Supporter and Counselor at
Grand Rapids Community College, had
some things to say about social media.
“Social media is holding back a lot
of our students,” VanPortfliet said. “It is
a huge distraction and it makes the kids

lose focus on their studies. It is also used
for kids who are insecure about themselves. Posting lots of selfies and other
pictures is more time consuming than
people realize. People put so much effort
into their social media accounts, and it
holds them back from being productive.”
Students and their peers, especially in
middle/high school, have a problem with
trying to fit in. Some kids will do whatever it takes to be popular, and this leads
to cyberbullying. Saying hurtful things on
social media can scare someone deeper
than you think. The devastation of these
online attacks can leave deep mental
scars. In several well-publicized cases, victims have been driven to suicide. Cyberbullying has spread widely among youth,
with 42 percent reporting that they have
been victims, according to a 2010 CBS
News report.What is said and posted on
social media is there for the whole world

to see, and it’s there forever.
VanPortfliet stressed the dangers of bullying through social
media in young people as well.
“When people post something on their social media page,
they don’t censor their words,” she said. “When you are faceto-face with somebody, you watch your tone and words a lot
more. Reading something on social media can give someone
the wrong idea of what they are trying to say. It makes it easier
to say hurtful things to others, and the entire world can see
what was said.”
It seems to be that young people, such as college students,
are the main users of social media. Teens and young adults use
social media in a variety of ways.
Collin Rosendall, a fellow GRCC student, explained to me
how he uses social media.
“Mainly Snapchat and Instagram is all I do on social
media,” Rosendall said. “I can make plans with my friends, and
contact a large group of people at once. That is my favorite
part of these social networks. Getting to know people a little
bit before meeting them is also nice. If you check somebody’s
Facebook page, you can get an idea of who that person is.”
Rosendall has a great point. Being able to contact
a large audience at once is so easy to do. For example, on
Snapchat, if you post the address of a birthday party on your
story, all of your friends can see it. This makes it so there is no
confusion, and it makes planning everyday life efficient.
A false sense of connection is another problem that social
media causes. By focusing so much time on our less meaningful
relationships on these sites, the truly important relationships in
the real world weaken. These sites make it hard to distinguish
between the meaningful relationships we have in the real world,
and the numerous laid-back relationships formed through social media.
Getting the opinion of a current GRCC professor, I believe,
is great input. Professor of Communications, Dennis Sutton, believes that social media is overrated.
“To be honest, I don’t use social media at all,” Sutton said.
“I would much rather just speak to the person face-to-face,
because there are no misinterpretations. Sometimes when a
person is communicating through social media, the person at
the receiving end of the message could get the wrong idea of
what the sender is saying. This can cause unnecessary drama.”
Sutton also explained how the social media world can be a
waste of time to its users.
“Social media has to be one of the biggest time-consumers in today’s society,” Sutton said. “People, especially kids, that
I’ve had in class tend to spend an entire class period on their
phones. Those students are the ones who get the worse test
scores, because they miss important notes and due dates.”
People being addicted to social media is a problem,

too. It is something that we are very naive about. We as humans, especially my generation, don’t like admitting they are
wrong, or admitting wehave a problem. According to Qualtrics.
com, 79 percent of millenials sleep with their phone next to
them in bed, while 53 percent of these people admit to waking
up at least once a night to check their phone. Another main
problem of social media is a very serious one, cyberbullying.
The convenience of reaching large crowds is available for the
wrong crowd. Students and their peers, especially in middle/
high school, have a problem with trying to fit in. Some kids will
do whatever they have to do to be popular, and that means
hurtful actions for everyone to see. Saying painful things on
social media is how this is done.The devastation of these online
attacks can leave deep mental scars. In several well-publicized
cases, victims have even been driven to suicide. Cyberbullying
has spread widely among youth, with 42 percent reporting that
they have been victims, according to a 2010 CBS News report.
Social media can also be harmful by decreasing productivity
in a person’s life. At school, watching a friend’s Snapchat story
happens way too much throughout the day. Depending on the
teacher and that particular student, a kid can end up getting dismissed from class or have a chit-chat with a professor. Playing
with the phone leads to laziness, and the student is missing
what he/she needs to learn for that class. Consequently, the
grades and test scores begin to drop.This is happening in every
school, so keeping the phone tucked away makes it much easier
to succeed in the classroom.
Communication habits have been changed negatively
due to social media, also. In today’s society, it is completely normal to be in the car and have both earbuds in with the family
riding with you. Being able to stream music, and have our digital
worlds on the phone, cancel out the communication between
the family. Very little words are spoken in the car, isolating us
from our loved ones. Another example would be in the elevator, here at GRCC, even. There is little to zero communication
between students and faculty during the elevator ride. Even an
easy, “Hello,” or “How’s your day going?,” can make someone’s
day. Not enough of that is going on anymore.
I personally have a lot of improving to do when it comes to
using social media only for good. During classes, I often catch
myself looking at Instagram and think to myself, “I can look at
Instagram when I get home. I need to pay attention.”
In today’s society, social media has been blown out
of proportion. The conveniences and applications used in life
have distracted us long enough. Putting away the phone will
get us back to a united generation. Increased communication
habits, dedication in the classroom, and fostering our real life
relationships are more important than checking Instagram for
hours on end.When you’re always looking down, you’re missing
what’s around.
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Who Am I?
By Mycah Roark
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W

hen posed with the question “who
are we” I really didn’t know what to write.
I thought I could write about myself, personal narrative, how I’ve suffered through
depression and all that kind of crap. The
more I thought about it, the more I had no
idea what I could write, I don’t know who
I am, how can I say who we are as a society
if I don’t even know who I am. There’s so
much pressure on people - teens, young
adults, high school students, everyone - to
know who we are, and who we’re going to
become, there’s so much pressure to have
your crap together and yet I don’t.
I’m 21-years-old, I finally have given up
and decided I don’t know who I am. And
when I say I don’t know who I am, I don’t
mean like gender related, but more life related. I have no idea what I am going to be
when I grow up. When I was 5, I was going
to be a teacher, and I carried that plan until
I got to college. Then college happened and
I thought I would be a counselor or social
worker, and then it was marketing and
advertising, all in the span of a year. In one
year I changed my future five times. And
now, this being my third year of college, I
have flat out said I don’t know.
It sucks not knowing who you are or
what you’re going to do next. It sucks not
being able to predict the future and saying,
“I’m going to go into this and I’m going to
be so successful, I’m going to work here.”
It sucks not knowing. It sucks. I wish there
was a better word for how it feels, but I can’t
seem to find one, one that embodies all the
emotions of making a choice and running
with it, really making no choice and living
with it. Sometimes I’m jealous of the kids
whose parents have it all figured out for
them, they have their school chosen, their
spouse, job, money, everything, and mine
have decided to support me wherever I go.
Thanks, mom and dad, real helpful. But in
all reality, it’s probably the best thing they
could do for me. So thank you mom and
dad, really, thank you, I need to figure this
out on my own.
I think the worst part about not knowing what you’re going to go into for a job,
is the pressure you feel. Most of the time
the pressure I feel is from myself, I go onto
Facebook and compare my life to all my
“friends” and all I can see is that they are
doing what they feel like they should do,
going to school, studying for their future,
and I’m here and taking classes from all
over the spectrum for “fun.” Yeah that’s
what I tell people, I’m taking four different
classes from four different spectrums for
fun. In all honesty, I just didn’t know what
to take, so I took what I thought I could go
into. And now I have run into a problem,

I still don’t know what I’m going to do,
and now I have more interests than
before.
I have always been told that I could do
anything and become anything. So I carry around this idea that no matter what
I do, I can do it. And while this is a great
thought to have, I have placed myself in
quite a predicament, I don’t know what
I should do with all my can do’s. I could
be a great sales person, a writer, photographer, advertiser, whatever I want, but I
don’t know what I want. And with that
thought I came to a stand still, and I realized something far better than knowing,
is the not knowing.
Recently my best friend tried to take
her own life, I had become so caught up
in myself that I forgot one thing, others.
When she told me about her attempt,
I was so worried about her that I forgot
about myself. I rushed to her side, skipping a class that only meets once a week,
hurting my grade, because she was far
more important. We took a drive and
talked, and I realized what a bad friend
I had become. I was so worried about
things that I can not change that I forgot
to be a person. A person who cares and
loves. A person who would drop everything for a friend. As I listened to her
talk about her struggles within the past
month, I saw she had the same problem
I have, she does not know who she is. She
got caught in the busyness of life, trying
to make others happy, that she forgot to
trust in the Lord, just like me.
So what do I mean, that she forgot to
trust in the Lord. In all my life, with every stupid thing I have done, from driving like an idiot, to being oblivious to
my surroundings, one thing has always
remained the same, God. He has always
been a part of my life, even when I have
chosen to ignore Him.
There was a time in my life where I
had become so sucked into depression
that I created a mask for myself. My mask
hid all my true feelings, the self doubt, the
lovelessness, loneliness, stress and control
issues.
I thought I was doing so good at
hiding my mask, I thought that if I covered it with makeup no one would see
where it started and ended, but I forgot
about God. Then one Saturday at church,
God took a makeup wipe and let people
see where my mask was. I was sitting in
the back of my small church, around 80
members, and a member was presenting
a blanket she made. God had her making
blankets every year for people who needed the encouragement. It started with my
pastor who was battling breast cancer,

then there was a mom who lost her job,
a dad who lost his job, and dad who had
medical problems and had 7 kids. In no
way did I ever think she would make one
for me, I did nothing to desire such a gift
of love, and yet she called my name. She
said the Lord just wanted me to know
that I was loved and cared for, that He
had a great purpose for my life, one that I
could never imagine.
Now, I know you all want to know
what this has to do with not knowing
who I am. That blanket sits in my room, I
see it every day. Every day I am reminded
that I am precious and I have a grander
purpose in life than what I can see. Every
day I have to choose what I am going to
do, am I going to make my decisions by
myself, or am I going to let God make
them and trust that He knows what he is
doing.
I get it, you feel like I’m preaching to
you, that I’m trying to shove Jesus down
your throat, but that is not my intention. I
am a lost soul, one wrong step and I could
travel down a road that is filled with
thorns and thistles, but because I believe
in the Lord, I have bumpers on. I can easily step over my bumpers, but everytime
I hit them, it’s the Lord saying, “Hey over
here, eyes on me,” and right now he’s telling me that I am going to just have to follow him, and wait till this fog leaves, and
man is the fog thick.
I have always known that God has a
great plan for me, one that will be smooth
as a fresh paved road, but I am not there
yet.
I get it, you think it’s all been strawberries and roses for me, but no, I have
been through things I would never wish
upon my worst enemy. As you know I
have suffered with depression, but that’s
not all. Rejection follows me like a loyal
dog, and right now, I am going through
the worst feeling of loneliness I have ever
felt. This loneliness is one of the reasons
that I struggle so much with knowing
who I am. I will be honest with you, I
know I matter to the Lord and I know I
have a great purpose, but shoot, it sometimes feels like I have been left alone in
the arena fighting the Devil by myself.
Even though I don’t know about
right now, or tomorrow, or next semester, I know this, that through all things
through Christ who strengths me, I can
get through today, tomorrow, and next
semester. I know that I am not fighting
the Devil alone, in fact I don’t have to
fight him at all, I just have to let the Lord
do all my fighting for me, and he will bare
the pain. There is a skit that depicts this
perfectly, just Youtube “the everything

skit,” without giving it away, and to peak
your interest, it shows perfectly my fight
with the Devil and how through it all the
Lord remains present. I know I started
this out being upset and angry that I don’t
know my future, and sure I still feel that
way, but I know that while my future remains unclear to me, it also remains clear.
I have a bright future, with or without
money or a job or close friends, I have the
Lord as my companion, and I have him
besides me fighting and holding my hand
all at once.
I write this to encourage, I get what
it feels like to only have $7 in your bank
account, not knowing what you are going
to use to pay bills, buy gas, food, whatever it is for you. I get what it feels like
to be overwhelmed with today and not
wanting to think about tomorrow. I get it,
the pressures of having a job and school
and a social life and family, I get the overwhelming feeling of despair and defeat, I
understand, and so does the Father.
And I know this is not what you may
have expected or wanted, but this is life,
this is the great race we are all told of in
middle and high school, and you don’t
have to go about it alone. So when you
feel like the world is on top of you, cry
out to the Father, he is your protector
and strength, you don’t need a previous
relationship with Him. There are no right
words to say, you don’t have to recite
a prayer or saying, it’s just you and the
Father, and all your problems and worries
and the best conversation you will ever
have. I speak from experience, I have told
the Father everything, if it in some way
mattered to me, it matters to Him. From
missing car keys to the feeling of death,
He cares because he created you.
Take it from someone who has had to
learn it the hard way more than once, He
is worth everything, and if you don’t believe me, just ask him to show himself, he
would be more than willing to. Nothing is
too small for him, no time is better than
the present, and he can’t wait for you to
come a calling.
And yes, I still don’t know what I am
going to do, I really don’t know who I am.
I am young and still figuring things out,
I have years to “find myself.” It’s discouraging and tough, but every time I ask the
Father for help it seems so easy, I forget I
don’t get to have control. And I want you
to know, there is no rush, you have your
whole life to figure out who you are, for
some they already know, but for others it
takes time. Don’t be discouraged, and if
you do get discouraged, just remember
that I to am going through this, too you
are not alone, and you never will be.
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Wonder Women
By Carson McCready

Photo by Harrison DiCocco
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As a feminist, I have continuously pondered what
it means to be a person with an active role in
society, as well as what it means to be authentically,
autonomously, and actively “woman.”
It is difficult to define the leading actions that
inspired me to write this magazine article. The
most honest answer is that living as a woman is
what inspired me.
This is my passion project.
I have experienced the milestones of girlhood
such as pink bicycles and training bras, and I have
begun to experience the milestones of womanhood such as birth control pills and patronization
in the workplace. All of these experiences have
lead me to critically analyze what it means to
experience being a woman.
So for an opportunity at self reflection, I interviewed a select number of women around me
who I felt could provide insight on what it means
and how it feels to be a woman. These interviews
are a glimpse into what it truly means to be a
woman. It means to be strong, sturdy, reflective,
assertive, loving, and so much more.
And in doing so, I aimed to view the different
perspectives these women have through their eyes.
This lead me to the understanding that all women
are drastically unique in their own way, as well as a
collective sisterhood of similar characteristics and
encounters.
These interviews have taught me that there are
many layers to being a woman. For example, it is
possible to be both giving and assertive. To be a
woman is not to be a pushover, rather it means to
express love with an open heart while still understanding your own worth enough so to express
your need for reciprocated love.
Being a woman at times means to have the
expectation put on us to be perfect in every way
yet still patronized like a knowledgeless child.
When advocating for the rights of women, our
voices become discredited by those who gaslight
the rhetoric.
These occurrences can happen in every cornerstone of our lives whether it’s at work, in the
home, or in education settings. This expectation
on women also contributes to the perpetuation of
the glass ceiling.
Whether to remain childless and unmarried, devote your life to as many children as you can have,
or any compromise in between, whatever makes a
woman healthily happy is her right to chose.
This also lead me to further reflection of who I
am as a woman; and how I am a part of the collective that is “women.”
I better understand now how multidimensional
every woman is, and that there is no need to
battle with my inner self to be a cookie-cutter
version of a specific type of woman.
This project lead me to the understanding that
as an individual I am motivated, ambitious, curious,
and kind. Also, that I am a member of a social
group who displays strength, love, perseverance,
and thoughtfulness.
This project made me proud to be who I am as
a woman.

Logan Scholz, 16, from Grand Rapids
Photo by Harrison DiCocco

Logan Scholz is a Samoan transgender woman and high school sophomore.
She realized she did not identify with
her assigned gender when she viewed
the representation of female characters
in movies that she wanted to emulate.
She further realized this when she began dating people and felt uncomfortable
with the masculine connotations of the
label “boyfriend.”
“Shortly thereafter I’d come to the
realization that I had never really liked it
and that at some point in life I wanted to
be a woman in the world’s eyes,” Scholz
said. “It took me a bit, but about a year
ago, I finally came out publicly.”
“I definitely feel challenged when it
comes to family,” she said. “Just about every relative that I know of is aware of my
transition, but only about a third of them
respect it.
Scholz is an involved member of the
theater community, which involves dramatic use of costumes and makeup.
“A failure that I’ve experienced
would be the time that I first realized
that I’d never be considered a woman
in the eyes of some people,” she said.
“I had been running a theater event and
another person was brought on to help

coordinate it. He had this outlook that
“men” could dress as women for entertainment or for comedy... but it was
wrong that I felt as if I was a woman...
that I am a woman.”
“I realized that to get people’s respect and attention, I’d have to bring
more to the table,” she said. “That being
a woman was an uphill battle and so was
being trans. In the end, those struggles
combined to make me a stronger and
more ambitious person. But the negative
memory still stuck with me for a long
time and still feels like a failure today.”
Scholz does the same as many girls
building their identity as young women.“I
look to my idols, both celebrity and otherwise,” Scholz added. “I see how they
express themselves and apply those formulas to myself...I find that seeing what
clothes, hairstyles or makeup people suggest to me helps me to find what I like.”
Scholz uses these items to build
a perception called the material self.
Philosopher William James defined this
as, more or less, using items as tools of
self-expression to yourself and others.
“It helps me to pick out aspects of
how I want to present myself to the
world,” Scholz said, adding that to be a
woman,

“...means to be your
own. To be a feminine
part of the world and to
feel strong about it from
day-to-day.”

For her, every day is a journey to
self-fulfillment. She is empowered by herself every day. By Matthew Scheidel
“Femininity makes me feel as though
I can be fluid,” Scholz said. “I can change
and be okay. I feel strong as a woman
when I remember that I can be intelligent, sexy, strong, artistic, anything, and
still be respected.”

Leslie Marie Weber-Westorer, 51, from
Grand Rapids
Photo by Harrison DiCocco

Leslie Marie Weber-Westorer is a
Jewish mother of four children, two of
them grown.
She knew she wanted to care for children as a young woman, so in addition to
having four children of her own, she ran a
daycare service for many years. She faced
slight criticism from her family when she
had expressed her passion for childcare.
They had told her she “could do so much
better” and that she “had so much more
potential.” But she pursued her dreams
anyway.
She defined the primary role of a
woman in her faith “is as a wife, mother, and keeper of the household.”
Furthermore, “Judaism has great respect
for the importance of that role and the
spiritual influence that she has on her
family.”
There is rhetoric among feminists
that critique women who choose to give
all of their time and energy to family. But
true feminism promotes the freedom of
choice.
Weber’s doctrine is that femininity “brings freedom to teach, share and
show with others, so they may peel off
the layers that society has placed on
them.”
She explained that to be a woman is
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“to be a co-creator,” and “to give youth
life and nurture.” Weber adds that this
philosophy applies to not only her own
pregnancies and children, but to all living
things.
Specific to her faith, Weber finds and
creates her feminine identity by “connecting with humanity,” and to be “a positive, understanding light.”

Tessa Jaime Dearth, 23, from Chicago
Photo by Harrison DiCocco

Tessa Dearth is a self-proclaimed
feminist, activist, and artist. She is a Grand
Rapids Community College graduate
with a Fine Arts Associate’s Degree and
is the president of the Women’s Issues
NOW (WIN) club here on campus.
As a participant in the feminist modern movement, Dearth said, “In my
opinion, society has many wrong ideas
of what it means to be a woman…
Understanding what it means to be equal
in this world is the first step of understanding what it means to be a woman in
this decade.”
Dearth moved to Grand Rapids from
Chicago without any friends or family.
She was all on her own.
“It was very difficult for me to leave
behind the only world I understood,” she
said. “Starting new has its difficulties, but
coming to Grand Rapids has given me so
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much more than I expected. I would have
never known all the possibilities that lay
before me today.”
Dearth seeks to become an Art
Therapist, and currently works with children every day.
“Being a female artist is empowering to me because I have followed so
many inspiring female artists my whole
life. Frida Kahlo, Georgia O’Keeffe, Mary
Cassatt, all artists that inspire me everyday to continue to be a female and work
in a world where we struggle, women
just struggle to be taken seriously,” she
said.
As an art therapist, Dearth wants to
empower other young women to express themselves. “Either encouraging
my own children or teaching children at
schools around the country, I can show
young children that they can use art to
their advantage…,” she said. “Being a female artist has shown me how I can improve our future to respect and embrace
women.”
Dearth is an active member of children’s lives and continues to work towards giving them artistic outlets for
their feelings.

Julia Henshaw, 46, from Grand Rapids
Photo by Harrison DiCocco

Julia Henshaw was raised surrounded

by religion. She grew up near Grace
Bible College, and attended there for
secondary education. While traveling the
United States with her family, she earned
a bachelor’s degree in social and political
philosophy.
Henshaw described education as “a
portal out of a religious landscape.”
This reaction to her upbringing lead
to a passion for social justice and issues
of diversity, race and gender “through
a humanistic lense to make the world
the best we can make it… Human beings only have each other to help one
another.”
Henshaw worked as a Legal and
Program Associate with the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) for five
years. While working there, she was a
paralegal, writer, researcher and community organizer.
During her time at the ACLU,
Henshaw found out about many injustices being committed against women.
One of them she recalled was the mistreatment of women in prisons committed by the male guards. She described
the abuse as “exploiting their femaleness
to tap into their own sense of power.”
The abuse includes, but was not limited to, taking away their feminine hygiene
products, allowing them to live in bloody,
dirty clothes, viewing them naked while
showering, not giving them cold water
for showers so the water would scald
them, and even denying them water to
drink.
Henshaw explained that this form of
abuse “creates an imbalance of male to
female power.”
Henshaw recalled a patient that
broke down sobbing to her years ago
who had been subjected to this mistreatment by the “justice” system. She had
cried to Henshaw that even though she
committed a crime, she did not deserve
to be treated so cruelly. She did not deserve to have so much taken away from
her to the point where she was denied
her basic human rights.

“Every human deserves basic human
rights. And I realize that by saying that,
I have to include Trump, who challenges
my belief system every day,” Henshaw
said.
Also during her time working at the
ACLU, Henshaw developed two coalitions of women to take action about
legislature involving women’s reproductive rights. While working with the
ACLU, Henshaw began to see life from
the client’s perspective and understood
the immediacy of how legislative policy
affects their lives. This began her interest
in being a social worker.
“This lead to wanting to work with
individuals to help them survive the system and help them find inner potential
and inner growth and whatever inabilities they have as a latent function of the
system” Henshaw said.
Henshaw is still an activist for women in her new career as a social worker.
“Many women are affected by sexual violence,” she said. “Social work looks for
ways to give back power and control
over their lives.”
Henshaw recalled a patient who she
witnessed regain the ability to paint beautifully in order to overcome her sexual
abuse. This was an empowering experience for her patient to be able to paint
using colors and images, as it worked to
reverse the silencing she experienced as
a victim.
Henshaw had struggled with her own
personal definition of femininity and how
it is empowering. She said this is because
the church she was raised under defined femininity as “quiet, submissive, not
speaking your mind, not arguing.”
She also emphasized that the church
defines femininity as “creating a lovely
fiction of a home life, and that it is imperative to create and raise perfect children
who won’t challenge authority or question values.”
Femininity was defined by motherhood and nurturing spirit. It was
centered around women’s miraculous

biological function: to make babies.
She explained that she wanted her
kids to thiWAs a result of the initial definition of femininity taught to her and the
reshaping of the word in her own way,
Henshaw defines femininity as “an ongoing rediscovering of reimagining.”

Soonja Kim Koole, 44, from Cedar
Springs
Photo by Harrison DiCocco

Soonja Koole is a teacher for Grand
Rapids Public School, but is also a GRCC
faculty member. She was abandoned at
eleven months old at a police station in
Korea and adopted to be the youngest of
five children. Koole is also a breast cancer survivor.
“I am fortunate as I look back because I hear stories of Korean American
adoptees who were mistreated, abused,
or even abandoned by their adopted
families,” Koole said.
Regarding the presidency, Koole said,
“In a way, the Korean society is more
progressive than American society because Koreans were willing to give a
woman a chance at the highest political
office and America has yet to do that.”
As previously stated, Koole is also a
breast cancer survivor. “Experiences like
cancer definitely test our ability to overcome challenges,” Koole said.
“I don’t feel that my identity as a
woman was questioned or threatened
as I went through treatment,” Koole said.

“…I was highly motivated to finish. I considered my diagnosis an inconvenience.”
Though Koole may not have experienced identity questioning during her
treatment, she reflected that “Being a
survivor, I think the definition of a woman represents strength more than I ever
believed.”
“Going through treatment and continuing my day to day activities definitely required a level of perseverance that
I never had. Women tend to bare the
brunt of life, usually without complaint
and are seen as the pillars of strength for
others.”
But Koole exemplified that being an
independent woman also means to be
emotionally supportive of yourself.
“Being a woman means to me an individual who is not only a nurturer but
one who pushes and motivates others to
live/work to their potential. It goes beyond the traditional stereotypes of what
a woman is and does,” Koole said.
Koole firmly believes that women
have come a long way on their stair climb
to equality.“Femininity is empowering,
especially in the 21st century because
the opportunities are endless,” she said.
“Women have taken on more leadership
roles and are perceived as more equal
contributors to society than at any other
point in history,” she continued.
Koole said that it is empowering to
be a woman now that “women are acknowledged for their business, athletic,
and political prowess.”
She went as far as to say that this
“proves that women are changing the
world in all aspects of life, especially outside of the home.”
“The fact that I can be acknowledged
for my intellect and wit makes me feel
strong and influential, especially as a role
model for my students,” she said.
To Koole, to be a woman means to be
independent, nurturing, and persistently
overcoming of life challenges.
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Are We Humans
or
Are We Dancers?
By Karlie Hershberger

#ITakePrideInBeingM
e
“And I’m on my knees looking for the
answer, are we human or are we dancer?”
This lyric from the song “Human” by
The Killers was written after a famous
quote from Hunter S. Thompson that
stated, “We’re raising a generation of
dancers.”
Photo by Harrison DiCocco
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“And I’m on my knees looking for
the answer, are we human or are we
dancer?”
This lyric from the song “Human” by
The Killers was written after a famous
quote from Hunter S. Thompson that
stated, “We’re raising a generation of
dancers.” The quote emphases that our
society falls into the category of “dancers” repeating the steps of what is mimicked in front of us, following the moves
that are shown to be correct. The idea
of fitting in and feeling like you belong
is a part of human instinct, but are we
dancing along to the steps programmed
by the society? Or making up our own
dance moves?
Have we let ‘social norms’ put out by
society dictate our everyday activities in
our lives? Have you ever heard someone
say “you have to go to college to have a
successful career in the future” or “you
will never get a real job if you have all
those tattoos.” I know I have! Does
living according to the expectations of
others or living based off what society
labels as “acceptable” or “attractive”
ever allow you to be true to your own
character?
Ask yourself whose expectations are
you fulfilling? I can admit I am a victim
of copying the hottest trends on social
media every week. Starting to become
a clone by looking like every other girl
made me realize how I, myself, was a
dancer; lost in the rhythm of high standards and expectations put forth by
society.
Social media, advertisements, magazines, and TV shows are always showing
off girls who look perfectly flawless, or
the guy who looks like a Hollister model.
No blemishes, no stretch marks, no battle scars. Society pushes this distorted
image of beauty with expectations that
no one can reach.
Far from meeting any of these mesmerizing qualities, I felt insecure throughout high school. I was short and looked
like a middle schooler in 11th grade.

Skinny and flat chested back to front, I
found myself stuffing my bra whenever
I got the chance. I never felt confident
in myself because I didn’t have the body
type that society pushed me to think I
needed to be attractive.
Today I realize that comparing how
I look like to unrealistic expectations of
what is considered “beautiful” only put
a damper on my self-esteem and made
me feel insecure about my own unique
differences.
I used social media to reach out and
get the opinions other people had on society’s expectations.
I posted on my profile and asked
these questions: “What’s your personal
opinion on society’s expectations? Do
you feel like you need to look a certain
way to be accepted in today’s culture?
And, if you do choose to live not according to what society views as “normal,” do
you feel any better, or do you feel like a
black sheep?”
After posting these questions on
Facebook, I found the feedback from the
responses made it clear that I was not
alone in this struggle. Other people recognize the harsh standards in today’s society. But, the terrific thing is they choose
to find pride in their differences.
Kevin Humphrey, 25, of Wyoming,
explains how he doesn’t follow society’s
high expectations because why pay attention to what other people have to
say!?
“I have never looked like what society
has expected,” Humphrey wrote. “I’ve
always been ‘fat’ always the last person
to care about fashion, hair styles, etc. I
honestly don’t pay attention most days
to what anyone else has to say or think
about it. Occasionally, it sucks feeling
outcasted for my appearance (especially
in my school days, last to be picked for
stuff, etc).”
After reading Kevin say he was outcasted for his appearance, I started to
think our generation is accustomed to
an old bad habit of judging one another

based off image. If an individual stands
out why do we jump to conclusions
about them? Why should they get treated differently than the rest?
Kasey Hall, 25 of Cutlerville, does not
conform to social norms. She is one of
the few who stand out from the crowd
by following her honest desires and not
living according to what anyone else
thinks or says. Dressing and appearing
however she is comfortable because she
is not afraid to be different from the rest.
“I’ve never really followed trends or
anything along those lines,” Hall wrote. “I
dress in what I like and what I feel comfortable and confident in. I’ve always been
one to wear dark clothes and bright hair.
Some disagree and think that’s wrong
but I like it and that’s what matters.”
Edwin Martinez, 19, of Aquinas college says, “I feel like society’s expectations really are something that influences
a lot of people’s lives, especially when
they’re younger. Really what we all want
is to be accepted by the people around
us and what better way to be accepted
that to do what is expected from them.
I feel like every single person in one way
or another does something they don’t
like so they aren’t frowned upon. For myself, I would say I’m in a happy medium,
I am influenced by society’s standard but
at the same time I do a lot of things that I
wanna do for myself that don’t fall under
societies star standards.”
I also Interviewed two Grand Rapids
Community College students who
voiced their opinion on the subject.
“Society’s expectations want to keep
us in a box,” Noah Hudson, 19-year-old
GRCC student says. “They try to control
the populous to follow certain guidelines
to keep reputation.”
“Most of the society we live in and
who we talk to expect us to act a certain way. If you want to be accepted into
a certain group of people you generally have to have some kind of common
interest or personality. Also society expects you to act a certain way in public
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however the sub societies we live in very
differently. For example in Atlanta the
high school i went to it was normal to
hug some friends that were male in most
other areas i’ve been in this is seen as
awkward or different.” Joshua K. Kim of
GRCC explains.
These responses show a great example of how a few different people view
expectations and social norms in today’s
society.

My point is, how it would change your
life if you were to start choosing what
YOU truly desire, not what you think is
acceptable by our culture?
If you’re like me, dealing with insecurities from not measuring up to the crazy
high standards, keep in mind differences
are what make you, you. Embrace that
your are unique in your own way and
don’t have to look a certain way or act a
certain way to feel like you belong.

You can celebrate being comfortable in your own skin by posting the
most funniest/unexplainable photo
you have in your camera roll showing
off a unique ability or even just a normal picture of yourself with the hashtag
#ITakePrideInBeingMe if you’re not one
suppressed with anyone else’s expectations just to fit in.

#ITakePrideInBeingMe
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Music and the Youth
By Gabe Galligan

Music is something that affects everybody in one way or another. Most people have a favorite radio station,
music artist or band that they enjoy listening to. The preferred selections and range of sounds they like can
help form an emotional and spiritual identity.
Music can motivate, comfort, heal, subdue, and among many other things to affect people and their inner
and outer lives.
Even if someone doesn’t listen to music, the ebbs and flows of living life sometimes reflect qualities found
in music. From the sound of the plow truck coming down the street, to the tap of a pencil against a desk,
to the geese honking in the sky - these are all elements related to music that most people don’t even think
about. How we define music is intertwined with how we define ourselves, and if we took away this natural
component, we would be nothing more than machines.
With college being a time characterized by learning and growth, some students are following the natural
call for self expression by making forms of music. In doing this, they are speaking out as something more than
a machine and finding their own voice. I found three young adults who were willing to share their musical
journey with me.
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E ighteen-year-old Joshua Bilisko of Michigan
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State University is a personal friend I’ve known
since sophomore year in high school. Originally
from Grand Rapids, he started playing music in
the fifth grade on his electric guitar. Since that
time, he has been a part of three alternative rock
bands called Cloud Nine, Swiss Kitchen, and
Marmalade.
He said his music is directed at kids his age,
and his goal is to make people like it. Bilisko
specializes in electric guitar, acoustic guitar and
vocals.
“I’m kind of in a weird place because I don’t
have a band. I’d like to find a band if I can, but
right now I mostly play acoustic,” he said.
He practices a couple hours everyday, but
sometimes takes a few days off to do schoolwork. Once every two weeks he aims to perform live, and does wherever he can find an
opening.
“It makes me feel expressive and alive,”
Bilisko said about performing.
A lot of the time he covers songs from
bands like Nirvana and Red Hot Chili Peppers.
However, Bilisko also writes his own music, and
has finished six original songs. His biggest inspiration is The Beatles and wanting to be like them.
To him, music is important because it lets
people express their emotions, or if they listen
to it, it allows them to identify with their emotions. He said it’s shaped his identity by making
him more creative.
Currently, he is working on an acoustic project with Rob Gullett, a friend from high school
who has similar goals for the future. In regards
to the future of his music career, Bilisko said
he plans to go as high as he can get, being able
to play and make a good living doing it without
doing anything else. He is considering going to
California next summer to pursue music at a
higher level.
Advice he would give to someone who is
thinking about pursuing music is to play as much
as you can and with as many different people as
you can.
Sixteen-year-old Benjamin Nguyen is a senior at Grandville High School who is originally from Grandville and started recording music
in his bedroom in July 2015. His style includes
indie rock and emo, and he mostly plays guitar

and does vocals. Ever since his first show in April
2016, Nguyen had considered himself a solo artist, but just recently played his first show with a
full band on October 14, 2017.
His band, called Ugly Flannel, is named after
a memory from middle school when his friends
used to laugh at people who wore flannels. The
other members are Athen Erbter on drums,
Kate Zacharias on bass, and Nick Rozengal on
guitar. Nguyen also plays guitar in a hardcore
band called Face Off, guitar in a math rock band
called Catholic School, and bass for Second Try
Saturdays.
With his music, Nguyen mainly just wants to
be able to travel around the midwest and other
areas and make friends along the way.
“I recently made a run to Somerset,
Pennsylvania with Maddie Miner, and the people
there were really nice to us and made it easier
to be on the road again.Also, in May I got the opportunity to play Flood City Fest in Johnstown,
Pennsylvania and got an experience out of it,
sleeping on church floors, going on late night
Sheetz runs, and many deep conversations,”
Nguyen said.
He tries to keep the number of live performances at one or two shows a month if it’s in his
home town, but will sometimes go on a weekender or book shows out of town. As a touring musician, he usually takes a cut of the door
money and also makes money off of merchandise
sales. It’s usually not a lot, and the life of a musician can be hard sometimes, but Nguyen said it
feels really rewarding.
If you were to compile all the good ones
with the bad ones, Nguyen said he’s probably
written over 500 songs. His biggest influence is
90’s emo bands like The Promise Ring and Pedro
The Lion, but also a hint of current bands like
Mansions and Japanese Breakfast. In regards to
the future of his music career, Nguyen said he’s
not sure where he wants to take it, but hopes all
his musical visions will come true.
To him, music is important because for some
artists it could be a source of living, it could be
an outlet, and it can save lives. It’s the only way
he truly is able to connect with other musicians.
Also, Nguyen said without music he probably
wouldn’t know who he is. It’s the only thing he
finds himself thinking about at night, and it’s such

an amazing thing because he gets to do what he
loves and make friends doing it.
“As a freshman in high school, I’ve always
dreamed of being in a band. There are many barriers such as fear and thinking you’re not good
enough to do music. But I accepted that I wasn’t
that great and created something to the best
of my ability. I just went for it and I encourage
future artists to also just go for it cause you’ll
never know what will happen. Don’t let barriers
keep you from living your dreams,” he said.
Robby Duffy is a 19-year-old freshman at
Grand Rapids Community College who has been
rapping for about two or three years. Originally
from Bucharest, Europe, he said his biggest inspiration is the ones who don’t have faith in him.
“I just wanna change the world make it a
better place frankly,” Duffy said.
He practices freestyling everyday, and
switches up styles depending on his mood. The
lyrical content of his raps include whatever’s going on in his life at the time. Duffy said he puts
a lot of emotions into his music, tries to keep it
real and doesn’t lie in his music.
He’s written more songs than he can probably count, but has recorded four with his producer at River City Studios.
Duffy hasn’t had any performances because
he doesn’t have enough music yet, but is looking
to get a record deal with Robyn Robins, a West
Michigan producer who produced for Bob Seger
back in the day. If he can do that, Duffy said, he’s
set in the game. For the time being, he is putting
in mad hours at his family business, Peppino’s, and
saving up the cash.
To him, music is important because it has the
power to change your day and can play a very
big role in saving lives. He’s been influenced by
Frank Ocean and Drake, and the fact that the
sound and the words they’re saying can bring you
up when you’re feeling down is just awesome in
his mind.
“Music is everything I love,” he said. “It’s just
who I am. I really love it and I have a burning
passion for it.”
Duffy’s advice for anyone who is thinking
about pursuing music is to be willing to invest in
yourself. He thinks it’s important to meet people
along the way as well, but it comes down to how
you’re able to make a way for yourself.

What’s so Funny ‘Bout Peace, Love, and Understanding?
By Matt Meyle
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“P
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eace, Love and Rock n’ Roll, man”
is often a phrase that will cause people
to chuckle, or they might crack a smile
and shake their head for a brief moment,
but then they usually dismiss the hippie
mumbo jumbo and return to their daily lives. But if you really think about it,
maybe those hippies were actually on to
something.
For thousands of years, humans have
used music to bring people together
and its power has influenced the history books since its origin. The religious
used songs to praise their deities and to
create an environment of worship. The
ancient Greeks used music to tell stories, such as The Iliad and The Odyssey,
and to enhance theatrical performances. Warriors used drums, trumpets, and
phrases to unify their platoons and give
them orders. American soldiers train
with a military cadence which gives
them rhythm and unity. Sailors would
occupy their time on the water signing
songs about sailing the ocean. African
American slaves sang songs about their
hope for freedom. Countries use national anthems to inspire a sense of pride
and singularity.The Beatles used songs to
inspire peace and love during the Civil
Rights Movement. The Rolling Stones,
Creedence Clearwater Revival, and Jimi
Hendrix all wrote songs in protest of the
Vietnam War.
No matter your views, age, gender,
race, religion, place of origin, culture, or
intelligence level, it is nearly impossible
to dispute the power of music as a tool
to unite people.
The desire for people to listen to music and engage in it is seemingly innate. It
is an extension of who we are as people.
What we are unable to convey to someone with our own words, we are able
to tell them through song. Giving others

insight to our thoughts and feelings.
Sometimes lyrics tell the deep thoughts
and secrets we cannot express on our
own. Other times, the melody, tone, and
tempo of the song can dictate a certain
feeling or emotion that we struggle to
find words for. So the question arises:
do people feel unified through music because of the feeling of belonging it gives
them, a sense of comfort knowing they
are not alone, or rather, because of its
ability to insinuate a mood they connect
with, and its ability to say the words we
could not think of on our own?

Perhaps
the
question
should not be why does it
unify, but instead how can we
use it to unify?

Louis Armstrong was a world-renowned jazz trumpeter and singer, who
gained popularity in 1920’s America. He
was considered one of the most musically talented people of his time. People
loved his songs and abilities, but many
hated him as a person. Armstrong was
an African American living in the south,
born at the turn of the century, immediately following the American Civil War.
Racial injustice was highly prevalent
during his time of fame. He was beloved
by his fellow musicians, but was despised
by most critics, simply because he was
black. His music unified many within
the black community, and inspired hope
that they could make a name for themselves in a world full of racists looking
to cut them down at every turn. Today,
Armstrong is regarded as one of the
greatest American jazz musicians of all
time, and his music and story helped to
merge cultures.
Armstrong’s persistence resulted
in cultural appropriation in America
through music. Eminem is a Caucasian
male who is considered a top tier rapper,
in a predominantly black genre of music,
Darius Rucker is an African American

male country singer who sounds just
like all the Caucasian country singers who also have a low, twangy voice.
Alternative-rock band Linkin Park, from
the early 2000s, combined rock and hiphop to appeal to the masses. The band
has been consistently at the top of the
charts since their debut album, and even
after the recent death of singer, Chester
Bennington. Electronic dance music and
house music have adopted the style of a
heavy bass line from hip-hop and combined it with techno style music, resulting
in an appeal from people in a spectrum
as far as a gangster is to a gamer, or a
teen to a business professional.The combination of musical styles further incites
unity between all listeners. Everyone can
relate to something within the song resulting in a connection between people,
there is middle ground, a common interest, or an icebreaker into a friendship.
In the 1950s, America was still heavily segregated socially and everyone
seemed to act a little too proper, hiding
his or her true self. It was artists like Elvis
who broke these social norms, wearing
strange clothing, partaking in substance
abuse, and drawing inspiration from
African-American music. He began to
inspire rebellion from being an uptight,
straight shooter, to a sexy, wild and carefree American, who stood out as an individual. At the same time, The Beatles
wrote songs like “Come Together,”
which inspired a unity between cultures
and people. The United States started to
experience a culture shift and the music
of the generation acted like a soundtrack
for the social reformations.
It wasn’t until Jimi Hendrix started dropping jaws in the 1960s with his
booming voice, fiery guitar licks and
flashy solos, that people began to respect African American musicians. His
melodies paired with his message proved
to be too powerful for even a bigot to

disrespect. Although his time in the spotlight was short due to his sudden death
at the age of 27, his influence and music
have stood the test of time, bridging the
gap between black and white, and young
and old. Further promoting a unity between all people.
During the Vietnam War, many people in the United States were very
much opposed to America’s involvement in the war. Musicians began writing anti-war songs and tried to promote
peace through their music. Although
there was a divide within the country,
the music unified and strengthened the
group opposed to the war. The songs
gave the people a voice and indicated the
mood of the American people. In 1969,
the first ever Woodstock Music and Art
Fair took place in New York. The festival
established a new kind of way to experience music. People could come together for a multiple day event and set aside
their normal lives to listen to music and
bond with their fellow man. It inspired
peace, love and rock n’ roll. Resulting
in the hippie movement and the desire
to simplify life. Hippies began living on
communes to avoid the capitalistic lifestyle and to be able to return to a culture where everyone takes care of their
neighbor. Although communes did not
become overwhelmingly popular, they
did establish a community between people against the typical American lifestyle
and politics, unifying those who felt their
voice would never be heard.
Today, music has reached a new
platform of uniting people. At sporting
events, a marching band plays hype songs
to get the crowd involved in the game.
The loudspeaker in a stadium plays songs
to further excite the crowd or bring a
certain atmosphere to the competition.
Songs such as, “Seven Nation Army”
by The White Stripes, “Sandstorm” by
Darude or “Kernkraft 400” by Zombie

Nation have become the ultimate crowd
hype songs. Nearly everyone in the building is singing along and it creates a sense
of togetherness between the audience
and performers.
Professional baseball games have a
7th inning stretch where everyone sings
“Take Me Out to the Ballgame,” giving the
crowd a sense of belonging to the team.
After a championship game, Queen’s
“We Are The Champions” might give
the winning team and fans goose bumps
from the feeling of achievement. After
a Detroit Red Wings victory, Journey’s
“Don’t Stop Believing” plays over the
loudspeaker inside the arena and those
in attendance have a sense of pride in
where they live, screaming in unison,
“Born and raised in South Detroit,” but
the power of music is found in more than
just sports.
At most traditional American weddings, when the doors open for the bride
to start walking down the aisle, typically,
the “Bridal Chorus,” written in 1850 by
German composer Richard Wagner, begins to play. Everyone in the room then
stands up and turns around together, to
view the bride as she approaches her
future spouse, who she will be unified
with through marriage. Unless the song
is butchered, chances are there won’t be
a dry eye in the room. This has been a
tradition for over 150 years simply because the power and emotion the music
puts into the occasion. Then during the
wedding reception, it may take a couple of beers first, but as soon as Neil
Diamond’s “Sweet Caroline” starts playing, your typically timid aunt might be
standing up on a table screaming along,
“So good, so good!” with her family and
friends, and maybe even people she’s never met before. The power of music can
unite almost anyone if we allow it.
In movies, television shows and advertisements, music can make the viewer

empathize with the hero in distress, the
quirky situation your favorite character
got themselves into or simply the lady in
the commercial who just spilled wine all
over the carpet. It promotes a mood and
feeling of connection. It gives us a vicarious sensation of feeling exactly how the
actor does in any given situation. Theme
songs get people hyped up more than
the show sometimes. You can’t help but
crack a smile when someone starts singing the “Scooby-Doo” theme song, and
you might even find yourself singing along.
The “Star Wars” opening theme insinuates a feeling of triumph and adventure,
it inspires people to want to run around
swinging a lightsaber. When the “James
Bond 007” or “Mission Impossible”
themes play, people might imagine themselves crawling on the floor and hiding
around every corner, pretending they are
a secret agent too. Some people might
actually stand up and act it out, rather
than just thinking about doing it.
The feeling music gives a person is unlike anything else in the world. It can be
nostalgic and bring us back to our childhood, or remind us of a friend we haven’t
seen in years. The power music has on
certain individuals is almost frightening. It
can manipulate people to do things they
never thought they would.The “Cha-Cha
Slide” is the perfect example of this.Who
in their right mind would be sliding to the
left, then the right, and follow it with two
claps, if we didn’t all get to do it in unison, with a man giving us instructions to
a fun melody? That is just absurd on it’s
own, but with music, it’s a hit. It is to our
benefit that we understand the power
music has on people. We are able to use
it to unite people for a common good,
if we choose. The power is in the hands
and mouths of the people. Just don’t lose
sight of which beat of the drum that your
life is in rhythm with. Maybe all we need
is just a little peace, love and rock n’ roll.
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Streaming IS a Necessity for College Students
Since its conception, music has always been a huge source of
entertainment. Music allows people to make visualizations, relax,
think about memories, dance, bond, and even concentrate. With the
invention of smartphones, new sound systems, and iTunes the demand for music is at an all time high, but who wants to keep paying
$1.29 for each song they like? Not a broke college student. Then
in comes a new, more convenient way to listen to music: streaming
services.
Since its launch in 2008, Spotify created a new way to listen to
music at a much easier and cost effective way. Soundcloud launched
in 2008 also, allowing free streaming for anyone and also giving upand-coming artists a new platform that is universal. Since its launch,
Soundcloud has accumulated 40 million registered listeners.
Since its conception in 2008, streaming has taken over the world
of music. Music sales have declined tremendously over the years,
while streaming services grow by the millions every year. After
Spotify’s success, Apple wanted to join the streaming world creating
Apple Music. Several companies have jumped in since including Amazon, Beats, Pandora and even an artist owned streaming service
Tidal.
Now you’re probably wondering why I said streaming is perfect
for the average college student. Streaming services like Spotify and
Apple Music offer college streaming services for about $5 a month.
Spotify is offering college students a deal that gets them Spotify
Premium and a Hulu account for $4.99 per month. This is the companies realizing who’s their biggest audience and catering to them.
Streaming music is not only good for the listener, it’s good for
the artists as well. Over the years they have added new rules and
regulations to make sure musicians’ work gets the accolades it deserves from streaming and also compensated; now that streaming
units are counted in sales and platinum plaques. Some even say that
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streaming has helped a lot of the smaller acts get bigger since it’s
so easy for people to just go on their streaming service and listen
for free or a very low fee. These services also allow post editing on
music.
In 2016, Kanye released “The Life of Pablo” and months after
the release Kanye continued to update songs on the album and
even add songs to his album, something artists can’t do when fans
purchase their albums off iTunes or buy a physical copy.
Music is part of many students’ lives including Kyler Simmon, 20,
of Carson City. Simmon said he uses Spotify almost 24/7.
“When don’t college students listen to music? Studying, walking,
relaxing, working out. It’s a everyday appliance for students,” Simmon said. Kyler says that he uses Spotify Free and Soundcloud so
that he can listen to albums and more local music too.
Rachel Millis, 19, from South Lyon, Michigan, uses Spotify off a
$14.99 per month family plan she shares with five family members.
“I use Spotify everyday for about two-three hours, definitely something I couldn’t do college without (Spotify),” Millis said.
Spotify also creates custom playlists based on the music listeners
select. Playlists can include songs that reflect the artists you listen
to, and the mood you’re in. In addition, you can create your own
unique playlist and let your friends follow you and stream your
playlists. These services have a never-ending music catalog allowing
the listener to listen to new/old music and an endless amount of
genres.
If you’re a college student, consider joining the streaming movement. It is the future of music and with over 100 million people
subscribed to a music service at the end of 2016, that number is
sure to continue to skyrocket. When someone passes you the aux
cord don’t you want to have several options to choose from all in
one place?

Accepting
Consequences
By Matthew Herrington

Photo by Harrison DiCocco
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oing to jail was not something I had
on my bucket list of things to do, let alone
doing so before finishing high school. All human beings undergo experiences that shape
who they are, with some being positive and
some being negative. Some may experience
positivity and become spoiled, while others
remain humble and generous. Others may
be subject to negative experiences and let
themselves surrender to the opposing forces
against them, while others choose to fight for
what they believe in no matter what. When
the time came for me to face one of the
most negative experiences of my life, I knew I
would have to choose - fight or flight. I chose
to fight for my future.
Before being arrested, I was rather introverted. I didn’t do anything special with my
time, nor did I have that many friends. I wasn’t
one for social gatherings, and found much
more comfort in sitting at home every day
playing video games with my friends on Skype.
I saw myself as an outcast in my high school,
and decided to just play into that role; I wasn’t
going to try to make a name for myself there,
since I didn’t see any benefit in it for me anyway. I was an outlier, and I was fine with that.
Or so I thought.
I was a very sad person throughout high
school, and most of that could be attributed to my behavioral patterns and the way I
carried myself as a person. I didn’t socialize
with my peers often, hardly exercised, had a
horrible diet, and spent nearly every free moment glued to a computer screen. Take these
habits, add a few friends who act the same
way, as well as a twisted sense of humor, and
the result is a very negative and self-draining
mindset.
All of this culminated in me being horribly
depressed. I was angry, I was sad, I wanted to
give up on everything; I wanted to die constantly. I glorified the idea of my own death,
seeing it as a release from these horrible
habits I’ve put myself in, since I didn’t have
the motivation to pull myself out of them.
Instead of fixing myself, I would’ve rather had
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someone just shoot me.
Being allowed to consume negative and
morbid media in the past, eventually my concept of humor became warped and devolved.
On the Sunday night of February 22, 2015,
I had done something that would inevitably
yield to years of mental anguish onward: I
threatened classmates online.
In essence, this sounds like an uninteresting occurrence. Threats are dashed out
among classmates that know each other all
the time, but I was different. At first, I thought
nothing of what I had done. My twisted humor led me to see it as nothing more than
a random joke with nothing behind it, save
for some frustration. However, others did not
take my actions, or humor, lightly.
Through an anonymous Instagram account, I uploaded a photo I found online of
a masked boy holding up a gun with the caption “Don’t come to school tomorrow” and
tagged multiple classmates. The photo was
originally uploaded a week beforehand by
a boy in Texas who sent it to people in his
school. Finding humor in the absurdity of it,
I took it upon myself to forward it onto my
own classmates.
I didn’t know these classmates very well,
if at all. There wasn’t thought put into choosing their names, nor was there any actual intent of carrying out any malicious act toward
anyone. However, this was seen as very serious in the eyes of those that received it, and
some even feared for their lives. The police
were immediately contacted, and a dispatch
was sent out the same night I sent out the
photo.
I was in a Skype call with my friends when
I heard the sound of knocking on my front
door, and peering through my basement
window revealed many pairs of black shoes
standing around near the front door of my
house. It only took a few seconds for me to
piece together what was going on, and my
heart started racing. My mother was the one
who answered the door, to which they immediately asked where I was. After leading them
to the staircase of the basement where I was.
“Sure” was all I could think to say when I was

ordered to come upstairs.
My legs wobbled and shook as they
carried me to the main floor of my house.
Reaching the top of the stairs only made my
blood run colder, as I saw just how many
police officers were in my home. I had no
doubt about what was going on. I was about
to be arrested. My head was pounding, my
legs were cramping, and my whole body was
in a cold sweat. All I could think to myself
was, “What did I do to get here?” In reality
I knew the answer to that question perfectly
well, but any clear and coherent thought flew
out of my head when handcuffs were locked
around my wrists.
Looking into the living room, I saw my
parents, who were being patted down and
checked for weapons. The fear and confusion in their eyes evoked a sense of misery
in me. The house was so full of cops that it
was difficult to take a single step. Before anything could be discussed, the police removed
me from the house. They had to get me off
the premises so they could search for knives,
guns, bombs, or anything else dangerous. All I
heard were three final words from my mother before being taken out:
“I love you.”
Being put into the back of the police
cruiser, my hands were crushed between being cuffed behind my back and the hard plastic
seat. On the surface, I was not moving much.
My breathing was regular, my eyes were fixed,
and I stopped sweating. My mind was going
numb. As the deputies swarmed into my
house, I was being taken away. I can remember looking at the outside of my house in
that moment and thinking to myself, “When
I can’t see this house anymore, my childhood
is over.” Seconds later, the house I had grown
up in for 17 years left my field of vision. I was
now a criminal.
Getting to the police station downtown, I
was brought into a small room for questioning. The room was empty save for a security
camera, a table, and three chairs. After being
read my Miranda rights, I chose to speak

without a lawyer and confess to essentially
everything I was accused of. There was no
argument I could’ve possibly made in this situation, as I was essentially caught red-handed.
I didn’t even fathom forwarding out the image would be a crime, and as such there was
nothing I could say in my defense except for,
“It was a joke.” The officers interrogating me
seemed to be understanding of my situation,
saying that these sorts of incidents happen all
the time, which put me at some ease. After
speaking with me, the investigators left the
room to see where I was getting sent. I was
told my options were either back home or to
a juvenile detention center. Eventually one of
the investigators came back, and he informed
me of where I’d be going that night: jail. The
Kent County Correctional Facility.
At that point I was numb to the situation
and just went with what I was told. I didn’t refuse or question what was going on, rather I
simply went into the other police cruiser and
waited as I was brought to jail.There, any and
all of my remaining belongings were taken,
leaving me with nothing but some black foam
sandals along with a green shirt and pants.
After receiving a bagged lunch, I had to now
sit in a holding cell overnight as I was booked
into the facility’s system. I waited in that room
with gang members and accused murderers
alike. I was placed as the equal of such people.
Me, a 17-year-old honor student was reduced
to the same level as a common criminal in
one night. With this thought, my body began
to uncontrollably tremble with fear and anxiety for what would come next. I was never
given the chance to make any phone calls, and
eventually the exhaustion of everything took
over, and I fell asleep.
I would periodically wake up to officers
opening the door that locked us criminals in
that room, and every time I woke up I would
think of how pitiful I looked; wearing a jail
uniform, passed out on the concrete ground
with drool coming from my mouth.
By the time morning came, I was fully processed into jail. With every step I took going
deeper into that place, I felt like I was slipping
deeper into a hole I’d never be able to get out

of. I can still remember the horrible smells of
the rooms there. It didn’t take long for my
parents to post my bail with the money that
would’ve been my tuition for my senior year.
Coming home, I felt slight hope. Despite
the fact that I had created a major case and
had news articles being written about it and
my name was plastered all over the television,
I had hope that the lawyer we found would
set things right. Being home for 15 days, I was
then arrested again. This time for something
that I didn’t do, but the police seemed determined to make an example out of me. It
seemed that upon investigating my computer,
they found that I had visited a website that
had had child pornography on it. Without
having sought them out or knowing they
were there, three photos were stored in my
computer’s RAM and subsequently put on
my harddrive, which was enough for me to
be charged with the possession of it. Being
brought in a second time now, the investigator told me that I was now facing charges that
totaled a maximum prison sentence of hundreds of years/ natural life. It was at this point
that the judge raised my bond from $50,000
to $100,000. Even with only paying 10 percent of this through a bondsman, my parents
could not bail me out. I was in jail for the long
haul during this case.
This is where my entire demeanor
changed from how I was before I was arrested the first time. Before, I was a loser kid who
felt like I had nothing to lose, with no will to
go on living.

Now, the harsh realities
of the world had
violently shaken me
awake, and made me
aware of how much
there was to fight for.
I wasn’t about to give up on life now- not
just because life got harder. If anything, this
situation motivated me to push even harder,
and that’s exactly what I did.
I did everything I needed to in order to

get out of jail. I followed all orders without
question, read books, exercised, and never
lost sight of my goals while in there. However,
my experience there was supposedly even
more abnormal than what a place like jail is
known for. When processed into jail the second time, I was placed into a solitary confinement cell and put on suicide watch. In there,
I had nothing but a red jumpsuit. I was not
allowed out of my cell, which was no smaller
than the average bathroom, for seven days. I
was essentially starved as they fed me less
than usual even for jail, I was not allowed to
have any hygiene materials whatsoever in my
cell, and the light that flooded the room never
turned off.The only reason I was ever given as
to why this was done to me is that my situation was so bad now, they presumed I had to
be suicidal. Upon the department of corrections realizing I was not suicidal, I was granted
the privileges of the common prisoners.
In jail, I resided in the mental health unit,
meaning everyone I was housed with had severe mental disorders. I was pretty much in
the objectively craziest part of the jail, making
everything I saw all the more maddening.
Time passed in jail, and things only got
worse. In an attempt to lower my bond, the
judge in fact increased it tenfold to $1 million
instead. At this point my mind had entered
survival mode, and I was just living out each
day as it came.
I did whatever I had to to ensure that I
stayed as mentally healthy as I could.
As the case progressed, I was eventually
diagnosed with major depressive disorder.
The goal that both my attorney and the judge
was to have me admitted to a mental hospital for treatment, as a focal point of my case
revolved around my mental health. However,
there was no facility willing to take me, as I
was too high profile of a case for any mental
health facility to be willing to be responsible
for me.
It took months, but come summertime,
I was released to a mental hospital for professionals to determine my sanity. If I was determined to be sane, I would be allowed to
go home. My first day there, I already knew
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what kind of experience I was about to have.
The doctors I met with told me that it was
best that I don’t discuss my situation in any
group therapy sessions (which largely made
up what we did during the day) as it would be
too traumatizing for the other kids to hear.
I was basically admitted to a mental hospital
but did not receive therapy. I would just sit
down and shut up for nearly the entire time.
I had a few opportunities to speak with some
of the adults there personally, but it was all
just explaining my current legal situation to
them as paperwork was filled out, with no
real therapy session taking place.
The hospital did put me on some antidepressants while I was there, and they were
medicines I’d never heard of before: remeron
and zyprexa. Both function as antidepressant
and antipsychotic medications, and both carried rather high level doses.
Looking back, I find it insane that both
of these were prescribed for me, as I never
exhibited any psychotic behavior, or even any
depressive behavior, even under the context
of my situation. However, I continued taking
the medicine, as I saw it as another step toward achieving my goal of crawling out of this
hole I’ve dug myself.
It didn’t take long for the medicine’s latent
effects to kick in, and things only got worse.
These medications didn’t resolve depression,
but rather removed my ability to feel anything. Along with this, visual and auditory hallucinations came with them as well. Despite
this, I continued taking the medication and
performing normally in all of the activities the
hospital had us do.
When the time came for my assessment
at the hospital, it was like another kick in the
gut. Three days beforehand, I had met with
the doctor who would be submitting the
assessment, when he told me he would be
marking me as a threat to society, or more
specifically stating that I couldn’t NOT be
considered a threat, ergo that I was. When
I asked him what led him to believe so, no
answer could be given whatsoever. I believe
this to be a result of the high profile nature
of my case, as the doctors and facility did not

want to be responsible for falsely reporting
my mental state and releasing me, and chose
to take the safe route instead.
Without receiving any mental help from
the hospital besides some new very unhealthy prescriptions, I was brought back to
jail for the third time.
Three times processed into jail, I still
showed no signs of wavering in my stance to
keep fighting these opposing forces against
me. I cried, but I never had thoughts of suicide.
I eventually had a personal doctor that
my parents hired come to the jail to give me
another mental evaluation in the form of a
four-hour interview. Weeks after the interview, the doctor then claimed he was unable
to formulate a solid statement on my current
mental state, and wouldn’t be making further
contact with me on the subject.
It took more time, but eventually my parents and attorney found a doctor willing to
truly evaluate me.There was not a single local
doctor willing to do so, and my parents had
to reach out to Lansing to find one willing to
assess me. Finally, he did, and after even more
weeks of this doctor compiling the information, I was determined to not be a threat to
society.
The judge who ruled on my case went
on to allow me to come home on house arrest following this development. I plead guilty
to all of my current charges, which carried a
total sentence of life in prison. I was put on
house arrest in September, and awaited sentencing in November.
From home I finished my junior year of
high school, which looked good to the judge
in all respects.
When the time for sentencing came in
November, as I stood in front of the judge
awaiting my sentence, listening to him give
his speech for all the television cameras in
the room, I could feel every vein in my body
as blood pumped through them. Everything
around me slowed down as I stood there,
waiting for what this man had to say. When
the judge, in front of the cameras and in front
of the full courtroom, sentenced me to six
months in jail and gave me credit for my six

months already served, I knew I had won.
No more jail, four more months of house
arrest, and three years of probation was the
final judgement made for me.This is, I believe,
despite the severity of my charges, because of
who I am and how I carried myself through
the whole situation.The judge recognized the
mistreatment I was subjected to and the fact
that I was only 17-years-old, but most of all
he recognized my will to struggle on despite
true adversity and become a better person.
Since my sentencing, I’ve turned my life
around, have graduated high school, am working two jobs, and have taken enough college
classes to be considered on track with my old
classmates from high school despite the time
lost. I’ve retained friendships with my best
friends and family through all of this, and I
can’t thank them enough for sticking with me.
Getting to where I am now has taken the
help of others, and a whole lot of internal
drive, but anything is possible with the right
amount of motivation.
My past actions are going to burden me
for the rest of my life, with the memories
following me wherever I go. There are still
some old classmates from high school who
harbor feelings of fear of me because of what
happened, instilling a sense of guilt within me
that I can never shake. Despite this, I see no
other option except continue to prove these
negative notions about me wrong.
I still struggle with happiness, but that
doesn’t mean I’m going to let these feelings
control me like I used to. I’ve finally gotten a
grasp on my life, and have done so through
willpower and perseverance.
Life isn’t easy, and there’s going to be
adversity no matter what situation you’re
in. Even when faced with the most negative
experience I could imagine, the burning will
to survive inside me exploded, leading me to
where I am now.
I hope that more people realize the power that resides inside them. Human beings
have the power to recover and accomplish
amazing feats - even after making big mistakes.
For even on the darkest of nights, all hope is
never lost.

My pony tail slung back and forth as the bus chugged along
on the way to school. My eyes were tired as the sun came up
over the fields of corn. A boy on the bus turned around in his
seat in front of me, looking at me in the eye.
“Your parents didn’t want you,” he said with a nasty sneer
twisting his face.
“It’s because you’re ugly.”
I looked up at him, unamused. “Actually,” I started, “my
parents chose me. You were just an accident.”
I was in third grade when that boy said that to me. The
previous day I had told my class that I was adopted. I was the
only person in my class who was. It was never a secret in my
household, there was never a moment that changed my life
forever. I just always knew that my mom hadn’t given birth to
me.
Many people did not understand the concept of adoption.
They would ask if I had ever met my ‘real’ parents. I would
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always look at them weird and say, “Yeah, I live with them.”
Of course I knew that was not what they meant, but I wanted
to make the point that just because someone donated their
sperm or gave birth to me did not equate to them being my
parents.
Each adoption is different from the next, but my adoption
was kind of unusual, because my mom and dad were able to
be with my birth mom through a lot of the process. My birth
mom, Jennifer, was 17-years-old when I was conceived. She
hid it for a while, wanting to keep it from her parents and not
knowing what to do. Her boyfriend at the time, my birth father, said he would pay for her abortion. She had considered
the idea, but in the end couldn’t go through with it.
She told her parents, and they wanted to shield her younger
siblings from what was going on, so they decided she would
stay with a family friend up in Traverse City. She carried out
the rest of her pregnancy and gave birth to me there.
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My parents got involved because
Jennifer’s uncle was an elder with my
dad at church. My father came forward
one day and asked for prayer, as they
were trying to find a birth mom on
their own. My parents had adopted my
brother, Taylor, four years earlier and
wanted to adopt again. On Christmas
Eve, Jennifer’s aunt called my parents
saying she wanted to see their adoption
profile. Shortly after, they were chosen.
I was born on Groundhog Day, 1998.
It was also Jennifer’s 18th birthday. I
always joked that I was her gift. My
parents gave her a gift, too, and selected
her first name to be my middle name.
On the day I was born there was drama in the waiting room. My birth father
and his parents showed up. Jennifer’s
parents did not want them there, as my
birth father was simply a bad influence
on Jennifer, and his mother wanted
to keep me. I’m told there was a lot of
tension.
They eventually both signed off on
the adoption, but that wasn’t the end of
the tension. Nine months later my birth
father was suing the agency that did the
paperwork for my adoption, claiming
that he wasn’t of sound mind when he
signed the papers. There was a huge
legal battle over whether or not my parents would get to keep me or if my birth
father and his family would. His mom
was behind the whole thing, she really
wanted her first granddaughter.
Not only that, but my mom had
pictures of me taken at Meijer. My mom
told my birth father’s mother she would
send her some to try to ease some of the
tension, but his mom went to Meijer
on her own and picked up the pictures
without my mom’s knowledge, claiming
she was my grandmother.
Shortly after that incident, the court
found his claims unsatisfactory and I
stayed with my parents. Unfortunately,
the agency tried to put the legal bill on
my parents instead of taking care of
it themselves. My parents threatened
to expose the situation to the media,
and the agency paid it without another
word. They also changed their documents and policy so that another case
like this wouldn’t happen again.
But after all the drama, I was home.
My birthmom was a part of my life for
the first year or so. I even went to her
High School Graduation party. But as I

started to get older she decided it would
be best if her and I didn’t meet until
I was 18. She wrote my mom a letter,
explaining how tough her teenage years
were and how she didn’t want me to
feel like I had a place to run away to if
things got hard.
So for the next 17 years of my life I
didn’t know her. She would email my
mom on my birthday every year, or
on Christmas. My mom would tell her
about me and send pictures. I would
always think of her on my birthday. I
would add 18 years to my age and think
about how old she was turning and who
she might be celebrating with.
As a kid I would be in the back seat
looking out the window at other cars
passing, and I would imagine if I was
a part of that family instead of mine.
Where would I be going? Who would
my friends be? Would I have more toys?
I always generally decided I liked my
family more. It was real to me though,
the fact that it was more than a possibility that I could have ended up with any
family.
When I was 13, I had recently signed
up for Facebook and got a notification
in my inbox. It was from a middle aged
man, asking “do you remember me?” I
was very confused, and a little scared,
so I ignored it and deleted it. A few
years later though, the same man asked
the same question again. Then I realized
it was my birth father. I immediately
replied and we started talking. It only
took a day of conversation to realize
that I didn’t want him in my life right
now. I was young, and he was sharing
things about his life that I was not ready
to hear. I stopped talking to him, but
he started commenting on my wall.
So did his mom. My mom found out
shortly after, and I told her about how
I was feeling. She relayed that to my
birth father, who confirmed my feelings
of unease by acting like a child about
the situation. He got very upset, and
said he was just trying to do what his
therapist told him to by reaching out to
me. It was really hard for me, but at that
time I felt more blessed than ever that
I have the family I do. Both my parents
protected me and made me feel safe.
I don’t know if my feelings will change
in the future, but right now I have no
desire to have him be a part of my life
in any way. Not even as friends on

Facebook.
Finally though, I was graduating
from high school in a week and was 18.
After my 18th birthday one of the main
thoughts I had was that it was finally
time. Before my graduation my mom
reached out to Jennifer asking if she
would like to get dinner with us. She
said yes, and we planned it. I was really
nervous, I didn’t really know what it
would be like. My mom always told me
how much I sounded like her or said
stuff that she would say. I wondered if
she would like me or think I was too
bold or too quiet. I wondered if I would
like her, too.
The day finally came, and me and my
mom headed off to Roses, a small upscale restaurant on a lake in East Grand
Rapids. We got there on time, and she
was waiting for us. She said hello and
I was suddenly calm. I realized that no
matter what, my mom loved me and so
did the woman who gave birth to me.
They both only wanted what was best
for me, and both gave me exactly that.
The dinner was great, Jennifer spent
a lot of time talking about her life and
what happened during the adoption
and the pregnancy. She swapped stories
with mom. She gave me a gift as well,
a beautiful ring with our birthstone,
right next to my mothers. She designed
it herself weeks in advance. Inscribed
inside was the words ‘Romans 8: 28.’ It
was their Bible verse from my adoption.
It reads, “And we know that in all
things God works for the good of those
who love him, who have been called according to his purpose.” The reason this
scripture was chosen, was on Jennifer’s
birthday, the day I was born, my parents
gave her a necklace with the same scripture on it. I wear it every day. Shortly
after that, she came to my graduation
party. It felt like a full circle moment.
The day was filled with special memories, but none as memorable as that.
It’s been two years now, and I haven’t seen her since. She has two young
children with her husband now, and is
a busy mom while I navigate college. I
don’t know what’s next for our relationship, but I want to be respectful of her
boundaries and her life, just as I’m sure
she wants to with mine. I am content
for now though. I have my mom and
dad, and my brother - my family that
chose me.

The Hard Truth About Playing
Contact Sports
By Jakhari Carroll

Photo by Harrison DiCocco
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Swatching
ports fans enjoy coming together and
their teams score touchdowns, their
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favorite boxer deliver a knockout blow, and
witness their favorite ice hockey team compete for a title. But what some don’t realize
is that behind the hits and the glamour, these
elite athletes’ brains are being slowly and significantly punished. With each hit and each
blow, athletes are becoming more and more
likely to leave the sport with permanent brain
damage, and that fact alone has left most people’s minds.
The awareness of concussions and brain
traumatic injuries has skyrocketed due to the
discovery of Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE) by Nigerian American physician, Forensic pathologist, and Neuropathologist, Dr.
Bennet Omalu. In 2002, Omalu was assigned
to perform an autopsy on Pittsburgh Steelers Hall of Fame Center, Mike Webster who
died of a severe heart attack. That autopsy on
Webster has changed the way many people
and sports fans view high contact sports today.
“That morning I did the autopsy, I saw
myself in Mike Webster,” Omalu said. “When
I heard about his story and the difficulties
that he had, that made me recognize that he
played a high impact and high collision sport.
I knew then that he had suffered from brain
damage from football.”
According to an ESPN article on Jan. 16,
2016, there were 267 total concussions reported by NFL teams. That so far, has been
the highest number of concussions since 2012,
where it was 261 reported concussions. In
boxing, it is stated that 90 percent of fighters
suffer brain injuries after their career is done,
and boxing is the only sport with no concussion policy in place. In 2015, the concussion
numbers in rugby soared by 59 percent and is
projected to continue to do so. In 2012, there
was a total of 3,800,000 concussions reported between all contact sports, doubling what
was reported in 2002. Also, an estimated 5.3
million Americans live with with a traumatic
brain injury-related disability.
Those statistics listed above, document
the harsh reality of playing high contact sports.
Dr. Omalu didn’t have any prior knowledge of any high contact sport, but he knew
that something odd appeared during the au-

topsy of Webster, which led him to continue
to do more research on his brain. As Omalu
went on to do further research, in the end he
discovered the degenerative traumatic brain
injury, which is now known has CTE.
Sports fans, and the NFL despised Omalu’s discovery and even committed numerous
of attempts to eradicate CTE, but Omalu
stood firm that the truth of playing high contact sports would prevail in the end.
“I want them to simply embrace and recognize the truth,” Omalu said. “Sometimes the
truth can be inconvenient, and difficult, but we
can’t deny the truth because of its pain. This
activity (high contact sports) is a dangerous
activity and it can cause significant damage to
the body.”
Even though the NFL has been put on
notice about the continuous problem of brain
injuries since CTE was released, Omalu says
that this discovery isn’t mainly about the NFL.

“This is not about the NFL
or the NHL or any of them,
this is about the consumer,
this is about the parents and
their children,”

Omalu said. “That is what my position
has always been and what it still remains. If
your child plays any high impact, high collision
sports, your child has a 100 percent risk exposure to brain damage. For a child, all it takes
is one season for them to have brain damage,
or it can take just one hit. Children should all
engage in non contact sports.”
And estimated 4 to 5 million concussions
occur annually, with rising numbers among
middle school athletes.
While the numbers of reported concussions continue to rise at a staggering rate,
Omalu believes it is time that all people embrace the problem and not be afraid of what
life would be like without high collision sports.
“It is time that we all embrace change,”
Omalu said. “We need to embrace it, it is a
part of who we are. Science tells us that we
must evolve as a society, as a species. Let us
stop embedding ourselves in the darkness of
the past and embrace the great light of today,
the great light of knowledge, and the great
light of knowing the truth of science.”

Jakhari’s first hand experience:
As a former football player, writing and
researching Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy, a progressive degenerative disease of
the brain caused by repetitive brain trauma,
was one of the most eye opening and jaw
dropping experiences I have had as a writer.
Through all of my years of playing football, I
never realized what I was doing to my brain
and to my body.
Thankfully, I never was diagnosed with a
concussion during my time as a football player, but I’ve witnessed some opposing players,
and my former teammates suffer from concussions and other head injuries.
But despite what I know now about the
dangerous risk of playing football, if I had to
do it all over again I would in a heartbeat. The
reason being is because what this sport has
taught me is something I think I would learn
too late in my life.
Football taught me how to be a leader, it
taught me about brotherhood, it taught me
discipline, and so much more. Honestly, if I
never played football I wouldn’t be the young
man that I am today. The sport molded me. It
made me who I am.
I understand with that playing football can
cause permanent brain damage, but those
lessons that I’ve learned and the friendships
that I’ve built through the sport is something I
would always want to relive. It hurts my heart
to know that a game I love so much can eat at
a person’s brain, bit by bit.
Playing football will never be safe, that’s
just the reality of it. I will say that now, with the
new information that I know about playing
football or any high collision sports, I won’t be
encouraging my future children to play. That’s
hard for me knowing that my older brothers
played, and I played, so of course you would
want your children to play. But their future
health is more important than our personal
wants.
The love that I’ve grown for football still
remains the same, but I am no longer naive
to the truth. Playing football can and probably will leave many athletes with lasting brain
injuries, which can leave families in ruins. I will
continue to watch football and appreciate the
true beauty of the sport, but knowing what
we know now about the end results of playing
football shouldn’t be taken lightly.

Coming Clean, A Personal Account of Stimulant Abuse
By Ruby Biggs

I can’t really pinpoint the moment the addiction began. I mean, I guess I could tell you
the moment it became a real problem. If you
really want to know, it was about three and
a half years ago. Sometime in March of 2014.
I remember the cold- the kind that bleaches
everything and you can’t hold a cigarette because your fingers become twigs with snowflakes frozen on them.
Anyway, I was hanging out with a few
friends. We weren’t into anything too bad at
the time. It started with this kid, I’ll call him
Cale for the sake of anonymity. I never knew
his last name but it wasn’t relevant anyway.
Roland was one of the only other white kids
at my school, and I’m honestly not even sure
where he came from. He just showed up at
school one day and we were smoking with
him not long after.
It was gross in his bedroom, gross in his
entire house at that. Like cat pee and stale
cigarettes. His bedroom floor was a mess of
dirty clothes and knocked over bottles and
pillows we ended up sitting on. I didn’t spend
much time over there after March which is
where this story begins.
There were four of us: Cale, Kyle, Kiera
(names changed to protect identities) and
myself, all holed up in Cale’s cat-piss room.
I remember the blankets shoved under the
door and the stagnancy of the air. Smoke filled
the room, transforming the space from a bedroom into the worn lungs of a chain-smoker.
The house seemed to breathe along with us;
what was once stationary was given new life,
a pair of lungs and a heart that beat irregularly

just like mine.
Eventually this new life turned still and
silent once again. Awakened from my newfound state of enlightenment, I felt only bitter
as Kierra and I stood at the bus stop. I felt the
magic fade and the breathing begin to fade.
Had I been offered something else that
could make me feel such fascination with the
world, I wouldn’t have refused. There are, of
course, thousands of pills, both generic and
brand-name, to numb the pain of having a
tooth pulled, the depression of losing a loved
one.
I hadn’t lost a loved one, hadn’t had a
tooth pulled, hadn’t been diagnosed with anything excluding depression at that point. But
when Cale told me he had a “connection” for
some pills I hadn’t heard of. “But hey”, he offered, “the first two are on the house, and let
me know if -when- you need more.”
To clarify, I don’t intend to imply that
marijuana is a gateway drug. I was searching
for some feeling of detachment, or maybe
attachment, but mainly self-acceptance- years
before I began smoking. My face must have
given away my interest when Cale asked me if
I wanted to try Adderall. I think he had a few
30-milligram extended release (XR) capsules
in his pocket or something. I was immediately captivated by the beads and the tiny rattle
they made when shaken.
After countless hours Googling the effects and reviews of Adderall, I concluded
that this was not the magic pill for which I’d
been searching. It would likely bring no sense
of relaxation or inner peace and it definitely

wouldn’t make my friends’ faces blend together. I did learn, however, the incredible
focus and inspiration that users described,
even on a low dose.While it wasn’t my happy,
post-op prescription, I reasoned that I was
falling behind in school and my motivation
was essentially nonexistent.What’s the worst
that could happen?
On Monday morning, in some twisted act
of pride, I swallowed 60 milligrams before my
first class that day. Incidentally, any dose higher than 30 milligrams is mainly reserved for
severe narcoleptics.
In short, I felt a confidence I’d never
known. I raised my hand. I finished paper after
paper with speed and vigor I never knew I
possessed. I walked the four miles home, my
hands warm despite the chill in the air, as if
God himself was holding a flame to them.
While I took pride in seeing my name on
the Dean’s List semester after semester, my
biggest mistake was born out of a strange desire to prove myself, to exclaim, “Guess what?
I’ve tried uppers! I’m basically a junkie and
my blood is pure amphetamine! Yes I’ve been
through some sh*t!”
That sh*t was only the beginning.
My seemingly insignificant decision grew
into an obsession, as is so often the case in
instances of prescription drug abuse. I found
myself texting my connection more and more
often, crossing my fingers that I would have
enough money, that enough pills would be
available, and sometimes desperately offering
to pay extra tomorrow for just one pill today.
Fearful of returning to my normal, uninspired
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and unintelligent self, I was pleading with someone I barely knew, for
something that I knew wouldn’t last me longer than seven hours.
Within a year, I met the criteria for severe substance abuse. All the
promises of Adderall as a “miracle pill” were nullified. I was eventually
diagnosed with acute dermatillomania brought on by substance abuse
mixed with genetic obsessive tendencies.
I was too naive to anticipate these effects. The sleepless nights
and, once I had bought all the Adderall my connections had to sell, the
semesters I slept through due to abuse of a stimulant originally meant
to improve my academic performance.
The dermatillomania caused me to pick at my skin obsessively, to
the point where I was bleeding almost constantly. I was not comfortable wearing anything other than long sleeves and pants, even during
the hottest days of the summer, for fear of being questioned by friends
or loved ones.
To this day, my decision to quit taking Adderall cold turkey was undoubtedly one of the most difficult choices I’ve made. I gained weight,
slept for weeks at a time, and failed nearly all my classes. The pros of
this decision, however, vastly outweighed the cons. Though I still have
scars on my hands and my arms, I no longer obsess over what I once
considered imperfections.While I can no longer stay up several nights
in a row for the sake of finishing a week’s worth of homework, my
mental health has improved drastically, and I feel more comfortable
with myself now that I don’t need to rely on a pill to be a functioning
member of society.
While I’ll likely always struggle with addiction in some form, this
experience has taught me that I have the ability to overcome it. I’m
sure there are dozens of people facing some similar struggle- be it
with alcohol, drugs, anything.
Don’t be afraid to ask for help, don’t be afraid to admit you have a
problem or that you’re stuck in a rut because chances are, you aren’t
the only one struggling.
Lastly, if you’re going to make the decision to use Adderall or any
other type of “study drug” without a prescription, be careful, know
yourself and your potential for addiction, and above all, do not take
this decision lightly.
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STAT I ST I C S
According to a recent study conducted by
the Partnership for Drug-Free Kids:
1 in 5 college students admit to abusing
prescription stimulants at least once in their
lifetimes
At least half of the students participating in
the study abused stimulants to improve their
academic performance
The most commonly abused prescription
stimulant is Adderall, followed closely by Ritalin
and Vyvanse
O N - CA M P U S M E NTA L
H EA LT H R E S O U R C E S

__________________________________________________
GRCC Counseling Center
The counseling center offers free anonymous mental health screenings for students ages 17 and above, and will provide immediate
results and further resources if necessary.
Location: Room 324, main building
Phone: (616)234-3900
Email: counseling@grcc.edu

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline: (800) 273-8255

Born A
Blessing
By Zavion Watson

Photo by Harrison DiCocco
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to repeat that same cycle because my path was already written.
Raising not just me but two other kids taken out of similar situations that I now call my sisters. It’s time for them to recognize
their worth and the purpose that has been placed upon their
lives and not just mine.

e was once lost in a space; space that specifically
targeted his mind. It made him confused about who he was as
a man, but also who he was as a man of God. At one point, corMy biological mother was a drug addict even while she was
rupted and pesky thoughts crowded his mind. He questioned
the purpose of the greatest gift given to all mankind, life. He pregnant with me. I wasn’t supposed to be comprehending all
was still the boy to speak with the utmost respect; the kind to this and then regurgitating it back to you the way that I am. I still
never hesitate when it came to giving back and the kind to offer have to go through things like Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
help when someone was struggling. He was the same boy who Disorder (ADHD), but I believe I will overcome any obstacle
couldn’t find a way to help himself.The anger he had inside him that stands in my way of being successful. I want to be the
seemed to still be alive from the times when he was mistreated example that others failed to be. That example that when you
and bullied. He was bullied because he didn’t wear the latest look at me you think “nothing’s impossible.” And that’s true, my
style of clothing and didn’t rock the same shoes that everyone parents instilled in me that I can grow up to be anything I want
else did. At that time his mouth refused to communicate the to be as long as I put my mind to it.This has stuck with me, and
words to speak up for himself and give his opinion. He often will forever be embedded in my heart.
felt that he was moving forward but also experiencing setback
How would you feel to be labeled throughout your whole
after setback. There was always that still yet quiet voice in the
back of his mind telling him to keep his head up when times school career as a kid who has “special needs” but you yourself
were rough. It kept him alive and it gave him the surge to keep know you exceeded these terms and did not let them define
you. I’ve been holding this since I was first
moving forward. There’s a story behind this
“I want to be
registered for their system in second grade.
young man, it’s deeper than what you see and
the example that
I didn’t want the weight of the kids that
he needs the world to listen.
others failed to be. That didn’t understand my situation to crush me
On October 7, 1998 I was abandoned af- example that when you with their ignorant words. Being in this setter birth by my mother at a hospital in Grand
look at me you think ting allowed me to accept others I knew that
Rapids. The only person willing to fight for ‘nothing’s impossible.’” weren’t like me. I started to feel bad for these
kids that were labeled but didn’t care not one
custody was my father, trying to step up and
fill a place that at that time was not where his purpose stood. bit and would lower their standards to the level of negativity
But I salute to you “pops,” because not everyone is cut from the school system had on this group of people. My school life
that side of the cloth, taking responsibility for actions that you was terrible, once I started to exceed their expectations, I was
know probably shouldn’t have happened. But I’m going to show put in a general education setting where I struggled because
you and mom why your mistake wasn’t really a mistake, why the work in the special ed setting was so much easier. It was
your son is standing tall but also thanking you guys from afar like throwing a lion a head of lettuce when he’s used to eating
for giving me up for adoption. God will take you from situations meat. Don’t continue to let someone label you because evenwhere you are not in the best position to win but then put you tually you’ll become that label.
in a place where you have the best shot at success if you just
Now I’ve graduated from East Kentwood High School with
follow Him.
the intentions of going above and beyond to greater things in
Wilbur and Debra Watson were the blessings placed in my life. Right now I’m attending Grand Rapids Community College
life, being divorced now but still having us as their main priority. for a semester and a semester only, because my calling lies elseThey went from teaching me my left from my right to teach- where and it’s not in Grand Rapids.
ing me what’s right from wrong. These two people have had
So my advice to you is to be someone and not live up to
the impact on me that I know my birth mother and my father
could not have on me, which is why I was put in this situation. other people’s expectations. Reach for the stars like you’ve
Wilbur went through things, so when it came time I didn’t have never dreamed before. Be an impact on someone’s life and
strive till you can’t anymore.
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